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Abstract
Taxation and corporate governance interact in various ways. Tax law influences corporate
governance structures in companies by offering tax privileges or imposing penalties. On the
other hand actual corporate governance structures in place have an impact on the way companies manage their tax affairs. Until now, no comprehensive analysis of these interactions has
been carried out. The authors aim at initiating a discussion that bridges this gap by collecting
and systematising the existing literature on this topic.
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A. Introduction
The OECD Principles (2004) 31, I.C Annotations state
"Corporate governance requirements and practices are typically influenced by an array
of legal domains, such as company law, securities regulation, accounting and auditing
standards, insolvency law, contract law, labour law and tax law. Under these circumstances, there is a risk that the variety of legal influences may cause unintentional overlaps and even conflicts, which may frustrate the ability to pursue key corporate governance objectives. It is important that policy-makers are aware of this risk and take measures to limit it."
This quote from the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance already makes clear why it
is useful to analyse the interaction of tax systems and corporate governance issues. From the
tax perspective, one may add that the mentioned overlaps and conflicts not only may frustrate
the pursuit of key corporate governance objectives, but also those of a sound and efficient tax
system and economic neutrality.
However, there is relatively little literature on the interaction of corporate governance and
taxation. Some specific aspects draw more attention, eg tax rules related to the remuneration
of directors or to measures taken by management in context of takeover bids. Yet, apparently
no-one has until now undertaken to analyse comprehensively the interplay between the two
systems of taxation and corporate governance. The authors of this study aim at initiating a
discussion that bridges this gap by collecting and systematising the existing literature on this
topic.
The study starts with a short look at the definition of corporate governance and the theory
underlying this area. The authors also delineate corporate governance from related fields such
as corporate social responsibility.
In the subsequent chapters, several ways are identified how tax systems and corporate governance interrelate. Those interactions can in principle have one of two directions.
Firstly, tax systems can influence corporate governance. E.g., taxes can encourage or discourage reorganisations or the payment of dividends to shareholders. They can also affect
decisions on whether and how corporate reorganisations and mergers or take-overs take place,
in this way having effects on the ongoing governance of corporate groups and on the market
for corporate control. Tax obligations and incentives may also have an influence on the way in
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which companies comply with their obligations of internal and external reporting, especially
accounting. These effects are discussed in part B of this study.
In contrast, part C deals with the question how rules and mechanisms of corporate governance influence the way in which companies fulfil their tax obligations. Especially in the wake
of recent corporate scandals changes in corporate governance have had an influence on which
institutions deal with tax decisions in companies and in what form and to what degree tax
decisions and risks have to be reported. Understanding the "corporate governance of tax compliance" is also relevant for tax administrations in their efforts in promoting compliance with
tax legislation and curbing excessive tax avoidance.

I. What is corporate governance?
Corporate governance is, under this name, a relatively young field of study. 1 The term corporate governance was first used more commonly in the north American legal literature of the
1970s. 2 Yet, already Adam Smith pointed out in 1776 that "the directors of such companies,
however, being the managers rather of other people's money than of their own, it cannot well
be expected, that they should watch over it with the same anxious vigilance with which the
partners in a private copartnery frequently watch over their own ... negligence and profusion,
therefore, must always prevail, more or less, in the management of the affairs of such a company." 3
In recent years scandals such as Enron or WorldCom brought corporate governance into
sharp focus. They have promoted legislative activity, most notably the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
(SOA) 4 in the United States, and other initiatives such as governmental and nongovernmental committees and reports for improving the control and supervision of corporate
conduct.

1

Mallin (2004) 9.

2

Smerdon (2004) 2. Chambers (2003) 82 even states that he has "not found very visible use of the term" before

1984.
3

Smith, Wealth of Nations (Vols2), Book 5, Chapter 1.31.2, p 229; citation according to Abeltshauser (2004) 5.

4

107th Congress, Public Law 107-204, An Act to protect investors by improving the accuracy and reliability of

corporate disclosures made pursuant to the securities laws, and for other purposes; Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002,
15 USC 7201.
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From the outset, corporate governance has an interdisciplinary character, 5 as it incorporates
influences from disciplines as diverse as finance, economics, accounting, law, and management. 6 This necessitates a rather general and abstract definition that covers the different facets
of discussions. Most authors currently define corporate governance, with certain variations,
as the process in which the conduct of enterprises is controlled and supervised, and the factual and legal framework that influences or governs this process. 7
However, in order to define and structure the scope of this study, this general definition has
to be seen in connection with the fundamental conflict that lies at the heart of corporate governance.

II. Theoretical background
That conflict has already been identified by Adam Smith in the quote above: the existence of
companies has the effect of separating ownership in capital from the control over that capital, 8
especially in the case of publicly held corporations. While companies allow the accumulation
of large amounts of capital from a large number of investors in order to realise capitalintensive and risky projects, the investors will either be unwilling or ill-equipped for directly
managing this venture. 9 Furthermore, the mere number of shareholders prevents them from
directly controlling the conduct of the enterprise. 10 Therefore, mechanisms and institutions
are necessary that enable shareholders to retain at least a minimum of indirect control over
and insight into the operations of the enterprise.

5

See Böcking/ Dutzi (2003) 215; Mallin (2004) 9.

6

Mallin (2004) 9.

7

Scheffler (2005) 477. Similarly Ringleb/ Kremer/ Lutter/ v. Werder (v. Werder) (2005) Vorbemerkung Rn 1;

Haberer (2003) 1-3. See also Abeltshauser (2004) 7, who emphasises the double meaning of the term "corporate
governances" as the process of control and supervision on the one hand and the regulatory system governing that
process on the other.
8

See eg the OECD Principles (2004) 12, Preamble: "While a multiplicity of factors affect the governance and

decision-making process of firms, and are important to their long-term success, the Principles focus on governance problems that result from the separation of ownership and control."
9

Abeltshauser (2004) 4.

10

Abeltshauser (2004) 4.
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In the analysis of corporate governance regimes, a differentiation is generally made between internal and external corporate governance. 11 Internal corporate governance refers to
the interplay of the different institutions that govern a company, ie the (board of) directors,
senior management and external auditors, whereas external corporate governance is concerned with the relationships of the company and its governing institutions with the company's stakeholders, most notably the shareholders. As regards the possible structure of internal corporate governance regimes, the most important difference between national systems is
that between unitary boards and dual boards. 12 In unitary board systems, the board comprises
both executive and non-executive directors, while in dual board countries companies have
both a supervisory board (Aufsichtsrat) and an executive board of management (Vorstand).
The latter structure is predominantly used in Austria, Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark,
but the two different systems have been converging in recent years. 13
The culture of corporate governance also varies internationally in respect of the scope of
the interests that are taken into account. On the basis of the fact that corporate governance is
concerned with the principal-agent conflict arising from the separation of ownership and control in companies, the shareholder value approach to corporate governance focuses solely on
the relationship between shareholders and managers of the company. 14 This is the view predominantly taken in Anglo-American jurisdictions. In contrast, the stakeholder approach also
takes into account the position of stakeholders other than shareholders such as the employees,
creditors, suppliers and customers of companies. 15 Unfortunately, it is far from clear in which
way the interests of those other stakeholders are taken into account and to what degree. 16
The theoretical analysis of corporate governance is influenced to a large part by the work
of Berle and Means, who in 1932 presented their groundbreaking analysis of the effects that
the separation of ownership and control has on the conduct of companies. 17

11

Böcking/ Dutzi (2003) 230; Ringleb/ Kremer/ Lutter/ v. Werder (v. Werder) (2005) Vorbemerkung Rn 1;

Haberer (2003) 157, 241.
12

See Mallin (2004) 93.

13

Abeltshauser (2004) 13.

14

Abeltshauser (2004) 5.

15

Abeltshauser (2004) 6.

16

See eg Haberer (2003) 52 on the lack of clarity of the OECD Principles in that respect.

17

Abeltshauser (2004) 11.
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Today, the separation of ownership and control is most often considered as a typical case of
a principal-agent conflict. In this analytical framework, shareholders are understood as the
principals, who delegate decisions on the invested capital to the company managers as their
agents. 18 Those managers have incentives to exercise their discretion in ways that are inconsistent with those of the owners of the capital, eg because they pursue their own interests or
because they have a different attitude to risks than the shareholders. Furthermore, the shareholders have not the same amount of information on the enterprise's activities as do the managers. Consequently, according to the agency theory, corporate governance is concerned with
mitigating the effects of the principal-agent relationship by setting up a system that enables
the shareholders to control and monitor corporate managers. Those costs of the shareholders
that are incurred for monitoring and controlling the managers and that are suffered because
managers depart from the shareholders' interests are understood as "agency costs". 19 Some
further aspects of agency theory in the context of taxation and corporate governance are discussed below. 20
It is important to note, however, that the classical "Berle and Means corporation" with
widely dispersed shareholdings is not the most common form of companies in many jurisdictions. 21 Indeed, worldwide, companies are more often held mainly by families or by other
controlling shareholders. 22 In the latter case, the fundamental owner-management conflict is
modified into the question how to protect the interests of the minority shareholders against the
majority shareholders. 23
A closely related analytical framework for corporate conduct is provided by the theory on
transaction cost economies. 24 According to this approach enterprises grow because they can
undertake certain transactions internally at lower costs as if they were effectuated externally,

18

See on the following Mallin (2004) 10-12.

19

Mallin (2004) 11.

The important role of agency costs in corporate governance is exemplified by the statement of Alastair Ross
Goobey, the chairman of the International Corporate Governance Network, made in 2003 that "Corporate Governance is only about reducing the cost of capital: If we can't establish that beyond peradventure then we are
wasting our time. This is not a moral crusade." See Smerdon (2004) 1.
20

See p 67 below.

21

Haberer (2003) 7 ff; Mallin (2004) 12.

22

La Porta/ Lopez-De-Silanes/ Shleifer (1999).

23

Haberer (2003) 12 f.

24

See Mallin (2004) 12-13.
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in the market. However, because it would be too costly to write contracts between the managers and the shareholders that comprehensively ensure that the managers act in the interest of
their principals, those contracts will necessarily be imperfect and corporate governance structures fulfil the role of monitoring and controlling the managers where those contracts are incomplete. 25

III. The scope of this study
In principle, there is a vast number of ways in which taxes can influence corporate behaviour
and vice versa. In order to provide this study with clear contours and to keep its scope manageable, the analysis presented here will be limited to those aspects which are related in some
way to the principal-agent conflict characteristic for incorporated business. The touchstone
applied in this study will therefore be whether the provision or mechanism in question is in
some way related to issues arising from the separation of ownership and control.
With this focus the study will also mainly deal with issues that affect companies with this
characteristic, ie mainly large companies that are publicly traded.
Concerning the influence of taxation on corporate governance, this implies that not all tax
provisions that are not neutral in respect of business conduct will be taken into consideration,
as non-neutral tax rules in principle affect other forms of business in the same way as companies. Rather, the authors will only scrutinise those areas in which taxes affect the management
of companies or, more specifically, the relationship between shareholders and corporate managers, eg by reducing the transparency of managerial decisions and business structures or by
facilitating the diversion of corporate profits to the disadvantage of shareholders.
As has already been indicated, another important aspect of defining the scope of the present study is delineating the applied understanding of corporate governance from doctrines
that consider corporate conduct from the perspective of ethics, most notably corporate social
responsibility (CSR). Although CSR itself also represents a broad concept, the main differences to corporate governance can be identified if different definitions of CSR are compared:

25

See also Whitehouse (2005) 146: "... the 'transaction costs' version of the nexus of contracts theory contends

that rational actors seek to contract in a way that minimises transaction costs. Shareholders, however, unlike
other parties related to the company, put their entire investment at risk and cannot protect themselves contractually because of the open-ended character of their rights so, instead, they receive governance rights."
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In a report on Corporate Social Responsibility of 2002, the UK Department of Trade and Industry described CSR as follows:
A responsible organisation does three things:
1. it recognises that its activities have a wider impact on the society in which it operates;
2. it takes account of the economic, social, environmental and human rights impact of its activities
across the world;
3. it seeks to achieve benefits by working in partnership with other groups and organisations. 26

According to Smerdon (2004) 251, "[a] key element of CSR is the notion that businesses
need to meet the expectations of groups other than shareholders, even though directors remain
formally accountable only to the investors who own the company." Finally, another good hint
at the relationship between corporate governance and corporate social responsibility is given
by Whitehouse (2005) 148 when stating that "it seems safe to assume that CSR is concerned
with ensuring that companies go beyond the 'profit maximisation within the law' formula; that
they do more than simply obey the law and make money for their shareholders."
These definitions of CSR raise to a varying degree two aspects that distinguish CSR from
corporate governance: first, the stakeholders taken into consideration, and secondly, the interests pursued and conflicts addressed.
Regarding the first aspect, corporate governance is mainly concerned with the relationship
between companies and their shareholders, whereas it is exactly the objective of CSR to promote a conduct of companies that also takes into account the interests of other stakeholders.
The authors do not want to limit themselves to a narrow shareholder value approach to corporate governance and therefore follow the example of the OECD Principles by not excluding
from their analysis those stakeholders that contribute to the profitability of the company and
have a legitimate interest in it, ie shareholders, creditors, employees and suppliers. 27 In contrast, the interests of other groups or of a more general nature such as environmental issues or
interests of societies as such are understood as the domain of CSR.
This already touches upon the second aspect distinguishing CSR from corporate governance: While the latter focuses on the principal-agent conflict of incorporated business, the
interests represented by the promoters of CSR in principle apply to businesses in every legal
form and basically form the fundamental requirements of business ethics or – even more fun-

26

Cited according to Smerdon (2004) 250.

27

OECD Principles (2004) 12, Preamble.
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damentally – good management. 28 There seem to be two reasons why CSR nevertheless focuses specifically on the social responsibility of companies: It will be demonstrated below
why the separation of ownership and control in corporations may have indeed the effect that
publicly held companies are less likely to meet corporate social responsibility demands than
owner-managed businesses, and the ability and actual purpose of accumulating large amounts
of capital and to manage those large amounts in a centralised way have given large corporations an unproportionately large amount of power that is according to Whitehouse not legitimate in the sense of democracy. 29
In short, in our understanding the term "corporate governance" describes the sum of all
mechanisms of control and supervision that are aimed at ensuring the successful operation of
a business 30 in a corporate form and in this respect to remedy the effects of the separation of
ownership and management. In contrast, corporate social responsibility is concerned with the
norms that define ethical corporate behaviour, which has become necessary because large
corporations can exercise disproportionate power in societies, 31 including disproportionate
powers to pollute the environment, defraud debtors, customers and suppliers, corrupt public
servants and evade taxes.

28

Economist (2005) 6.

29

Whitehouse (2005) 142-143, 159.

30

In which way success may ever be defined by the shareholders.

31

See Whitehouse (2005) 142 ff.
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B. The influence of Taxation on corporate governance
I. Introduction
Taxes and corporate governance can intersect in various aspects since taxation as a cost-factor
works as an incentive or disincentive for management behaviour and can therefore also be
used by the legislator for influencing managerial decisions. 32 As the separation of management and ownership was identified as the basic corporate governance conflict, tax rules
should in principle be drafted in a way that ensures that they do not encourage behaviour of
management that is in conflict with the interests of the shareholders or the company itself.
Formulated in a positive way: the tax system attempts in many ways to align management
objectives closely to stockholder objectives and to eliminate inefficiencies that can result from
the separation of ownership and management. 33
This part of the article aims at providing a comprehensive overview about the influence of
taxation on corporate governance. Apparently, there has been very little academic research on
the intersection of taxation and corporate governance. 34 The authors will present the different
aspects of tax law which are currently discussed in literature with respect to corporate governance and will assess them also in the light of discussions the authors had with tax practitioners
from internationally operating businesses. Insofar as specific provisions are analysed in detail,
we mostly concentrate on examples from the United States, as most of the existing literature
originates there.

1. Differences of corporate governance systems
In the western world basically two different systems of corporate governance have developed.
Whereas in the United States (and other Anglo-American countries) the control of management in the interest of the shareholders is mainly achieved by a market of corporate control
(takeovers and capital market control), the corporate governance system of other countries
such as Germany is still much more influenced by a closely knit net of cross-affiliated com-

32

See for a brief overview Owens (2005).

33

Owens (2005) 767; Repetti (1997) 699.

34

Only a few scholars have comprehensively analysed the interactions of tax law and corporate governance. See

Salzberger (2000); Kraft (2003); Wagner (2000) 109; Kanniainen (1999); Desai/ Dyck/ Zingales (2005); Owens
(2005).
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panies. 35 Accordingly, the discussion in the United States on the interface of taxation and corporate governance relates mainly to executive remuneration in connection with takeovers. 36
Conversely, in Germany a tax reform intended to decartelise a large part of Germany’s incorporated economy was discussed in the light of corporate governance. 37

2. Tax systems and underlying understanding of corporate governance
On an abstract level some scholars distinguish between two views of corporate governance
that are mirrored by different corporation tax systems. One can distinguish between a capital
market oriented view of corporate governance and a view focussing on the company in itself.
The first view incorporates two levels of participation: the corporate level and the shareholder
level whereas the second view solely considers the corporation. This differentiation is reflected in taxation by the imputation system, in which the taxes paid by the company are credited to the individual shareholders' liabilities, and the classical two-tier taxation, in which
companies and their shareholders are taxed independently.
Two-tier taxation is supposed to be based on a perception of the corporation as an independent body with an inherent object of its own. According to the first view, the company's
management is perceived as independent, solely representing this corporation. This view refers to the “company in itself”. According to some scholars, this view results with respect to
tax matters in an exclusive focus on company taxes, not including the taxation of individual
shareholders' profits. As a consequence, the targets of the company are supposed to be set
(only) by the management. 38
In contrast, the “capital market oriented view” assumes that the targets of the company are
set externally by the shareholders. The importance of capital markets supports this view,
which focuses both on the company and the shareholder level. It therefore takes into account
all taxes on the corporate and individual level.39 This view is supposed to correspond to the
imputation system: The imputation system is based on an underlying understanding of public
corporations that the companies' objectives are not distinguishable from the shareholders' interests.

35

Salzberger (2000) 210; on the development of corporate governance in the United States see Roe (1994).

36

See B.II.3 and B.II.4 below.

37

See p 26 ff below.

38

See for example Wagner (2000) 109.

39

See Kraft (2003) 8.
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The two views are supposed to result in different approaches to tax planning for investment
decisions. The perception in Germany is that a two-tier or “classical” tax system does not reflect the modern capital market oriented understanding of corporate governance. An imputation tax system would be more appropriate, as it conceptually includes the tax liability of the
shareholders as providers of the capital. As opposed to the classical corporate tax system, in
the imputation system the taxes paid by the company are credited, resulting in taxation with
the tax rate of the respective shareholder. The conception of the classic two-tier tax system is
considered to ignore any obligations of the company to the shareholders and to almost prevent
payments of dividends. 40
From our point of view it is doubtful whether this antagonism is really correct: to the extent that the individual tax rate exceeds the corporate tax rate the imputation system also results in an incentive to retain profits. The effects of both systems are insofar comparable: retained profits are taxed at a lower rate, because either the difference to the individual progressive tax rate of the individual shareholders or the separate tax on the shareholder level in the
classical tax system is on top of the amount already paid by the company. Therefore, the effects of both systems are similar, when the individual tax rate exceeds the corporate rate.

3. Corporate Governance and Tax reforms
A similar aspect of the relationship between taxation and corporate governance is discussed in
respect to tax reforms. The assumption is that the underlying understanding of corporate governance as distinguished above is also of importance for tax reforms that intend to encourage
investment. When legislators attempt to encourage business investment via tax reforms, in
particular by decreasing the tax burden of companies, it is seen as important to consider who
the relevant person for the investment decision is: the companies and their management or the
shareholders. The answer to this question would determine which taxes will be taken into account. Consequently, the actual corporate governance structure should be considered by the
legislator before restructuring tax systems, as those two regimes might otherwise influence
investment decisions in an inconsistent way. 41
As has been described in the previous section, two different views are distinguished: First,
if the company's goals are set by the management, then only company taxes will be consid-

40

See Kraft (2003) 8; Wagner (2000) 109.

41

See Wagner (2000) 109.
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ered or, second, if the company's objectives are determined by the shareholders, then the tax
burden of the shareholders will be relevant for investment decisions as well.
As a consequence, a certain understanding of corporate governance structures is required
for drafting any sensible and consistent tax reform: Taxes can only have the intended effects
on investment decisions if they are part of this decision.
Recently, it has become apparent that the German capital market is of such strong influence
that also the interests of the investors have to be considered by managements. As a consequence, “autonomous company interests” are of less importance. Examples for the increased
influence of capital markets are hostile takeovers and stock option remuneration, which aligns
shareholder and management interests.
To the extent that the goals of companies are determined by shareholder interests rather
than their management, the relevant taxes determining investment decisions comprise the
company taxes as well as the tax burden of individual shareholders. In favour of the imputation system it is argued that in the framework of the imputation system it is possible on the
one hand to align the corporate income tax burden with the burden on other types of income
and on the other hand to take into account both the tax burden of companies and shareholders.
The imputation system treats the company as a mere income source of the shareholder and the
corporation tax has mainly the function of a withholding tax: if the individual shareholder's
tax rate is nil or very low he will be reimbursed the pre-paid company tax. In contrast, it is
doubted whether classical corporation tax systems with two levels of taxation actually address
the relevant decision-makers. Politicians demanding tax reduction for companies generally
focus only on the company level and thereby disregard the additional important level of
shareholder taxation. Accordingly, it is argued that the classical tax system mirrors an antiquated understanding of corporate governance with its concentration on the management/
company level.
So the two-tier system is in general not considered to be in line with the actual corporate
governance structure of a strong capital market because the claimed “tax reduction for companies” does not reflect by whom decisions are actually made.
However, from the authors' point of view the relevance of this corporate governance understanding for the effectiveness of tax reforms can be doubted: any serious investor as well
as the management will in any case consider both levels of taxation. Business decisions are
usually sufficiently informed to consider all tax consequences of any contemplated course of
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action, whether occurring on the company level or on the shareholder level. So this aspect is
in the authors' opinion overestimated in respect of corporate governance.

4. Intended and unintended consequences; tax incentives/penalties
Tax provisions are often aimed at influencing certain behaviour. Not surprisingly, legislators
therefore also try to make use of their tax statutes with respect to desired or undesired actions
in the context of corporate governance. Yet, apart from those provisions intended to improve
corporate governance explicitly there are various tax provisions with unintended consequences.
Tax provisions which are meant to influence corporate governance may try to encourage
certain developments the legislator seeks to promote or considers to be of importance. Alternatively, tax provisions aim at discouraging behaviour of certain stakeholders which the legislator seeks to prevent or at least minimise.
Tax provisions which aim at encouraging certain behaviour are called “tax expenditures”.42
Various types of tax expenditures exist, such as deductions, credits, exclusions, exemptions,
deferrals and preferential tax rates. Their effect is always a reduced cost of a certain course of
action.
In contrast, “tax penalties” are intended to discourage certain behaviour. Negative consequences are attached to a certain conduct, such as a limitation of deductibility on otherwise
deductible expenses or imposing a “penalty tax” on a certain activity.43
The list of undesired negative consequences of tax provisions which were drafted in order
to influence corporate governance is probably endless. The most relevant and discussed consequences of tax provisions with respect to corporate governance are shifts of power in the
relationship between management and shareholders or management and supervisory boards,
limited controllability of management, misallocation of profits and incentives for managerial
misconduct.
Finally, such negative unintended consequences on corporate governance may also result
from general tax provisions such as the corporation tax system or the way corporate profits
are computed.
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5. Levels on which influences operate
Tax law has an impact both on the personal level of shareholders, managers, board members
and other stakeholder as well as on the company level.
On the individual level, tax law typically is intended to control management behaviour
with respect to suspected fraudulent actions. Accordingly, the discussion on taxation and corporate governance in the United States mainly focuses on executive remuneration. This reflects the basic corporate governance problem in companies: the division of management and
ownership. The legislator seeks to safeguard the interests of shareholders when decisions affecting these interests are made by their agents. This kind of provisions will be found in many
areas of business law. The most significant example might be the possibility of stock option
remuneration for managers in corporate law. Another important aspect in aligning the interests
of managers and shareholders is the attempt to discourage managerial misconduct: tax incentives or disincentives are enacted to prevent mangers from abusing their power to divert profits of the company either for their individual private benefit or to strengthen their power
within the company, both to the disadvantage of the shareholders. 44 Of particular importance
– from a legislator's point of view – is the tax treatment of payments in connection with takeover situations. This is of special interests because takeovers as such are seen as a mechanism
which disciplines corporate managers and therefore as means of governance control.
On the corporate level, legislators often seek to achieve economic policy goals via tax law.
Tax law can have the same regulatory effect as direct regulation: as tax increases or tax expenditures modify the financial consequences of a certain conduct, the legislator is able to
influence the process of decision making. As a consequence, the tax system can have a similar
effect on business decisions as direct regulation in the area of corporate governance would
have. 45

6. Taxation and corporate governance as a historical phenomenon –
Reasons for the effectiveness of corporate governance motivated tax
reforms
Tax law has been used as an instrument for influencing corporate governance for a long
time. Sometimes it was used in addition to corporate law, sometimes instead of corporate
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law. 46 Among the most significant examples are measures that were taken in context of the
"New Deal" in 1934 and 1936, when the United States Congress tried to influence corporate
governance. The “New Deal” included two tax reforms drafted in order to restrict the growth
of large corporations, to eliminate the holding company structure, to lower the amounts of
executive compensation, to encourage the distribution of dividends and to reduce the number
of mergers, acquisitions and other business combinations. The reform of 1936 enacted an undistributed profits tax and the 1934 act reformed the provisions on tax-free reorganisations.47
The proposed provisions had very unequal success and so illustrate which risks of failure of
such reforms exist. 48 While the reformed reorganisation provisions are still more or less intact, the undistributed profits tax has never been enacted. It is suggested that among the reasons for the different success is the opposition of managers. This opposition in turn is supposed to be related to the degree in which a tax measure reinforces existing norms in contrast
to the attempt to establish new norms: it is argued that tax reforms that pursue corporate governance goals will generally be more successful if they aim at strengthening or reforming existing norms or rules, while the risk of failure of such reforms seems to be higher if completely new norms are set or fundamental changes of longstanding standards are required. 49
When existing norms of corporate behaviour are re-established, managers would be more
supportive than when they are confronted with new rules or a change of existing norms.
In this respect, the historic example might provide a model for modern corporate governance related tax reforms. So it was concluded in respect of executive compensation that tax
measures to limit executive hedging might be effective whereas more general attempts to control executive compensation will rather be ineffective because there is a norm of corporate
behaviour competences of the board of management to decide on executive compensation. 50
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Bank 51 concludes: “Tax can be considered an ally of Corporate Governance, but not a de facto
system of federal corporate law”.

7. Pursuance of policy goals by use of the tax code
The relationship between shareholders and management can also be influenced by the tax
code for other legislative reasons than business reasons. Governments do not only pursue their
political goals by sanctioning behaviour positively with direct incentives and negatively with
prohibitions, but also by means of tax legislation. The deduction or non-deduction of certain
payments results in an incentive for the management to use the shareholders' money in a certain way. So eg all OECD countries deny a tax deduction for bribes and other illegal payments, thus increasing the costs of those payments. 52

II. Taxation and the market for corporate control
The most discussed aspect of the US tax code with respect to corporate governance is the
treatment of payments received by executives in connection with takeovers.

1. Introduction
With respect to the economic aspects it is highly disputed whether takeovers constitute a desirable restructuring of capital ownership that maximises asset value and lowers agency costs
or deplorable looting that discourages long-term investment, increases corporate debt, and
encourages dangerous concentrations of market power in industries vulnerable to monopolistic behaviour. 53
Since this article just focuses on the corporate governance related aspects of the tax code,
we will not discuss the general importance of takeover (bids). For an economic and noneconomic justification of takeovers and their benefits for the economy and the respective
shareholders see Hartmann (1994). We will in the following only focus on the question to
what extent the tax code affects takeover situations and whether the intended effects are
achieved and whether they can be justified.
However, we assume as a general starting point that there are both harmful and beneficial
takeovers, depending on the situation of the targeted company and the intents of the bidders.
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Below, after assessing some provisions in detail, we will show that the most important problem of takeover taxation is that the provisions are not able to differentiate between those
harmful and beneficial situations.
Summing up the most important argument, it is assumed that takeovers, whether realised or
threatened, can reduce the agency costs generated by the divergent interests of management
and ownership in large corporations because they serve as means of market control. Despite
these generally positive effects of the market of corporate takeovers, various tax initiatives in
the United States have aimed at discouraging takeovers, eg by eliminating favourable tax consequences associated with them (for instance: transferability of net operating losses). 54 On top
of that, the United States Congress introduced direct taxes on allegedly abusive conduct during takeover transactions. Two very significant provisions will be described in detail below.
In contrast to direct regulation, tax provisions directed at influencing behaviour in takeover
situations achieve this goal by limiting favourable tax consequences or threatening increased
tax costs if a certain conduct is not consistent with the government's policy. This method of
indirect regulation may in certain situations be more elegant from the view of the legislator as
the consequences and aims of tax provisions are often less transparent than direct regulatory
measures.

2. Neutrality of asset and share deals
Takeovers require a change of ownership either at the corporate or the shareholder level, either through a transfer of corporate assets or shares. To the extent either event constitutes a
realisation event, it will generate tax consequences. A tax would raise the cost of takeovers
and undermine their effectiveness as means for reducing agency costs. Since a takeover takes
place either on the management (assets) or stockholder (stock) level, competition between
both levels lowers the cost of takeovers. Tax rules that fall unequally on asset or stock transfers would interfere with the choice and accordingly disturb the positive and cost reducing
effect of the competition between the two different types of takeover. 55
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3. Golden parachute contracts
One significant example for corporate governance motivated taxation of payments in the context of takeovers is the taxation of so-called golden parachute payments. Golden parachutes
can be described as generous payments to top managers in the event of a substantial change in
ownership or a change of control, or upon termination of the official's contract as a result of
such a change. 56 The payment must also have a present value equal to or in excess of an
amount of three times the average income of the executive, see section 280G(b)(2)(A),
4999(b) IRC. 57
In section 280 of the IRC, the deductibility of “excess parachute payments” is limited. Additionally, in section 4999 of the IRC a 20% tax is imposed on the taxpayer who receives a
golden parachute payment. Hence, the code restricts deductibility as well as imposes a direct
tax penalty on payments in connection with takeover situations. It affects both the bidding
company (by increasing the costs of the payment) and the receiving manager (limiting the
profit of the recipient of the payment). The result of both tax penalties (section 280G and section 4999 IRC) is that the after-tax costs of a takeover are increased. Consequently, these
payments are less attractive for both the bidding company and the management of the target.
Sections 280G and 4999 of the IRC were enacted to reduce the critical influence on corporate decision-making in takeover situations by executives’ concern for their own personal
benefit by influencing management and hostile bidders both in the interest of the shareholders. 58 Hence, the intent was to facilitate an effective market for corporate control via an effective market of takeover bids. 59 The aim was on the one hand to discourage management from
profiting at the expense of the shareholders. It was feared that management would support
inefficient takeovers that are not in the best interest of the company and the shareholders due
to personal benefits from lucrative payments. On the other hand, those measures are meant to
prevent managements from entrenching themselves in the case of a hostile takeover by deterring takeover bids through the adoption of expensive golden parachute plans and thereby increasing the costs of takeovers to a degree that they would become inefficient. 60 In sum, these
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measures were hoped to reduce the effects of managerial opportunism of either supporting a
takeover not in the interest of the company or deterring a takeover in the interest of the company by making golden parachute payment less attractive for both parties due to the negative
tax consequences.
From the authors' point of view it seems rather doubtful whether the aim to prevent management from averting takeovers which are in the interest of the company can really be
achieved by these provisions: by increasing the cost of the payments it becomes even more
unlikely that a payment will be made by the bidding company. Accordingly in cases when the
takeover would be in the interest of the company, the tax consequences seem counterproductive. Because the provisions cannot distinguish between harmful and beneficial takeover bids
but rather any payment triggers tax consequences it may have negative results from the corporate governance perspective.
Consequently, it is suggested to provide an exemption from the golden parachutes payment
provisions if the shareholders confirm the payment. 61 The provisions would only apply to
those payments which are not in the interest of the shareholders: They would for example not
apply when well-managed companies try to avert a hostile takeover by golden parachute contracts to protect efficient management from hostile bidders, subject to the approval of the
shareholders. The denial of a deduction for golden parachute payments creates an incentive
for stockholders to monitor the use of such payments because the payments are even more
costly for the company when not deductible. It would therefore be appropriate to provide for
an option for the shareholders to influence the consequences of the payments. 62
One other problem with the taxation of golden parachute payments is that the absolute
amount of the penalty is related only to the tax base of the respective taxpayer. For the bidding company the tax base is the amount of consolidated income because further deduction is
denied. Accordingly it depends on the tax base to what extent the deduction could have been
used. With respect to the individual manager it is the amount of the payment in relation to the
“base amount”, ie the average compensation of the manager. In particular, there is no link
between the disadvantage for the company or the shareholders and the amount of the penalty,
which can be criticised from the equity perspective.
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According to some scholars, setting parachute payments at three times base salary has, as
an unintended results of the golden parachute provisions, become the sanctioned standard of
reasonableness, and some companies willingly exceed the standard and grant gross-ups which
provide an additional payment to the executive, such that executives receive the same aftertax amount as they would without the tax penalties.63 Both are of course detrimental to the
shareholder interest.

4. Greenmail taxation
Greenmail refers to a hostile bidder’s sale of shares of the targeted firm back to that firm at a
premium. In order to deter the payment and acceptance of such payments, section 5881 of the
IRC imposes a 50 % tax on the gains resulting from such a sale of stock.
The background of the provisions can be summarised as follows: Despite potential positive
effects of takeovers it was assumed that hostile takeovers were detrimental to the interests of
the general economy and damaging for the interests of the targeted company, including its
employees. Accordingly, transactions tending to increase the potential returns associated with
hostile takeovers should be discouraged. 64 In addition it was assumed that short-term profits
resulting from a greenmail payment were inefficient and should therefore be discouraged. 65
The greenmail tax reduces the return from greenmail payments and accordingly the expected
returns from hostile takeover attempts. 66
Similarly to the taxation of golden parachute payments the taxation of greenmail payments
also lacks precision: On the one hand hostile takeovers and accordingly profits related with
them (resulting from an unsuccessful attempt) may have negative effects. Furthermore,
greenmail payments can have a negative effect in cases when they permit an inefficient management to defeat a takeover that possibly could have enhanced the situation of the company.
In this case, a tax on greenmail payments benefits society and the shareholders by discouraging such payments. 67 On the other hand, however, if an efficient management is confronted
with a hostile takeover attempt it would be better for the shareholders if the management
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could pay off the bidders. 68 In these situations, the tax on greenmail payments has a negative
influence on the shareholders' situation because it is less likely that the bidding company will
accept the payment and abandon the attempts of the takeover. The provision does not distinguish whether or not the takeover would be in the interest of the shareholders and consequently whether a greenmail payment would be in their interest. 69 The tax is imposed in every
case on the greenmail profit and accordingly without exception discourages the bidders.
As a result the greenmail payment provisions have the inherent problem of not distinguishing between harmful and beneficial takeovers. This results in possible disadvantages for the
shareholders when takeovers could have the result of replacing inefficient managements.

5. Taxation and reorganisation provisions
As already mentioned with respect to the required neutrality of share and asset deals, takeovers require a change of ownership either at the corporate or the shareholder level, through a
transfer of a company's assets or its shares. Both events may constitute a realisation event and
therefore result in an additional tax burden. That would raise the cost of takeovers and so limit
possibly positive effects of the control function of takeovers. As a result, it is necessary that
takeovers resulting in a reorganisation of the company should be possible in a tax neutral way.
Special reorganisation provisions such as Subchapter C of the United States IRC or the
Reorganisation Act (UmwStG) in Germany are intended to provide for tax neutral reorganisation to ensure that the most efficient allocation of resources is achieved and that inefficient
management is controlled by a market for corporate control by potential outside buyers. In
this sense, tax law should not interfere with corporate governance. 70
From the corporate governance point of view reorganisations should have the same effect
whether they are pursued by the incumbent management or by a potential new management
(or owners with a new management) to ensure that the market for corporate control is not dis-
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torted by tax considerations. 71 Hence, a change of control should not be restricted for tax reasons because otherwise management could take the shareholders as “hostage”. 72
In connection with reorganisation resulting from takeovers also group-reorganisation
through a sale of investments in affiliates should be mentioned. Due to recent reforms these
changes were discussed with respect to corporate governance.
This refers to the above-mentioned difference of corporate governance structures between
the capital market oriented approach of Anglo-Saxon countries and other countries such as
Germany, which are much more characterised by cross-owned companies. Due to recent tax
reforms in Germany in which a tax exemption of profits resulting from sale of holdings in
affiliated companies was enacted there is a discussion whether this change leads to better corporate governance structures. The exemption was enacted in order to unravel the close net of
cross-holdings, which has been characteristic for the German business environment. The exemption of profits resulting from the sale of interests in other companies was discussed by a
few scholars in the light of corporate governance both negatively and positively. On one hand
it was argued that the reduced influence of strong shareholders might reduce the monitoring
power of shareholders in general, 73 on the other hand, the reduction of cross-holdings was
seen as a way of avoiding conflicts of interests. 74
To the authors' knowledge the effects of this change in 2003 have not been evaluated in
depth yet. However, it is safe to observe that the portion of cross-company holdings in overall
shareholding in Germany has substantially declined in recent years. 75
Whether this change has positive or negative consequences on corporate governance depends on the perception of the influence of cross-company holdings before. Those who considered the strong monitoring power as positive for corporate governance will see disadvantages. Those who perceived conflicting interests will support these changes.
It will be interesting to see whether other strong shareholders (with respect to pension
funds see below) can replace the current structures as agents of effective corporate control
once they are unravelled.
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6. Conclusion
Tax provisions with corporate governance purposes are generally not sophisticated and fact
specific enough. Furthermore, they can often easily be circumvented or ignored. In some
cases provisions on the taxation of executive remuneration in the United States in fact lead
even to increased payments. Most importantly, they can not distinguish between harmful and
beneficial takeover situations. In addition, both in the case of greenmail and golden parachutes taxation, the tax penalty is not linked to the actual harm (possibly) caused by the targeted conduct.
As a result, it seems inappropriate to use tax legislation as a policy tool with respect to
takeover transactions. It would be preferable to develop more sophisticated systems that distinguish between situations that result in a benefit for the shareholders and those which are to
their detriment. One possibility is to subject management support for takeovers to shareholder
approval.

III. Taxation and transparency
1. Introduction
Accounting rules also raise questions with respect to corporate governance as the interests
pursued by different parties in financial and tax accounting diverge. The basic conflict can be
described as follows: The rules of financial accounting (Handelsbilanzrecht) are aimed at
providing a prudent picture of the financial situation of companies. The system serves mainly
the interest of the investors. From the companies’ point of view the declared profit should
preferably be high to satisfy creditors and shareholders' interests. In contrast to this position,
the tax accounting rules (Steuerbilanzrecht) are on the one hand aimed at showing a preferably high profit in order to ensure that the tax authorities receive a tax payment in proper relation to the ability to pay of the company. On the other hand taxpayers will try to reduce their
taxable profits as far as possible in order to reduce their tax liability.
In the following we will try to identify how tax accounting rules affect corporate governance in their interplay with financial accounting rules.

2. Principle of authoritativeness
In German tax law, the principle of authoritativeness links generally taxable profits of business enterprises to business accounting results. The tax balance is basically deduced from the
financial statement. At the same time, options in business accounting have to be exercised in
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the same fashion as they are tax accounting ("reverse authoritativeness"). In the course of tax
reforms in 2002 the reverse authoritativeness principle was abandoned as far as the financial
accounts of corporate groups are concerned: Section 308 para 3 of the German Commercial
Code was abolished. According to section 298 para 1 German Commercial Code some tax
items, which formerly have been important for the financial accounts are not allowed anymore. One example is a provision that allows in the separate financial accounts of companies
taking account of lower asset values due to accelerated according to tax provisions (section
254 in connection with section 279 par. 2 and section 281 German Commercial Code). Other
examples are special reserves with an equity portion (Sonderposten mit Rücklageanteil, section 247 para 3 and section 273 of the German Commercial Code) and reversals of impairment losses (Wertaufholungswahlrecht, section 280 para 2 and 3 of the German Commercial
Code). 76 The result of these changes is an increased discrepancy between the tax accounts and
the consolidated financial group accounts. As a consequence, the importance of deferred taxes
(latente Steuern) is also increased (see section 274 German Commercial Code) to close this
gap.
However, to the extent the reversed authoritativeness principle is still in place, it has several consequences both in respect of the information function of tax and financial accounting
and with respect to the distribution policy of companies. 77
One aspect is the reciprocal effect both accounting standards have on each other: management presents two statements of profits with conflicting goals: on the one hand, financial accounting should preferably indicate high profits, on the other hand, tax accounts should preferably show low profits. In the balance, this conflict might lead to a quite realistic result,
which is from the corporate governance point of view a positive consequence.
Negative results can arise when the tax accounting rules are connected with the financial
accounting rules (reverse authoritativeness principle) in a way that the tax accounting rules
prevail and lead to intransparent balance sheets. This results in a weakened control by shareholders.
A similar question arises in relation to the scope of IAS/IFRS. 78 In the authors' view a link
between financial and tax accounting is desirable also under new, more capital market orien-
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tated accounting rules. To the extent profits are (or can be) shown in the financial statements
they should as well serve as the corporation tax base. Generally speaking, the capital market
and the shareholders are in a similar position to tax authorities: they participate in the realised
profits of the company. 79 Accordingly, it would be inconsistent to determine the base for the
respective portion in different ways. From the corporate governance perspective the result is
positive: rather than having two different statements, which are both manipulated to the detriment of the public finances or the companies' investors respectively and consequently do
neither show a realistic picture of the companies' situation, financial and tax accounts that are
linked by the authoritative principle might in the end result in sensible views on the financial
position of businesses because they balance the divergent interests of financial and tax accounting.

3. Deferred taxes
As mentioned above in the context of discrepancy of tax and financials accounts, different
levels of profits in tax and financial accounting will be accounted for in the financial accounts
as deferred taxes. To the extent the tax result is lower than the financial result and in consequence future tax liabilities are probable, those future tax liabilities has to be booked as provision in the financial accounts, section 274 para 1 of the German Commercial Code. Respectively, when the tax results exceed the financial results it is possible to account for lower future tax liabilities with a deferred tax on the asset side, resulting in higher financial profits. 80
Regarding corporate governance and transparency the possibility to increase the financial
results due to expected tax savings in the future is critical: one method for presenting Enron in
a much better shape than it was in actually relied on structuring transactions in a way that resulted in a tax treatment different from financial accounting so that the future tax benefits
could be used for generating financial statement income. 81
As a result, it has to be noted that the large margin of discretion in respect of booking deferred taxes and accordingly increase financial accounting results leads to an increased ma-
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nipulability of the financial results. Those positions are often very uncertain and impede the
information function of financial accounting. 82

4. Tax influences on corporate structures
Taking into account the important role transparency plays as a condition for market and
shareholder control, the effects of tax driven restructuring have been examined.
According to recent research, tax incentives affect the organisational structure and financial
behaviour of firms. 83 Tax incentives have resulted in tax haven driven activities. The effects
from a corporate governance perspective are that the companies become less transparent with
respect to an inter-temporal aspect: due to frequent and complicated tax-driven reorganisations, the development of the business performance of certain companies or their parts often
cannot easily be determined because the entities involved are not comparable over time. The
same is true for comparing company accounts.
A similar result may arise with respect to other disadvantages resulting from tax haven
driven reorganisations: to the extent tax driven corporate inversions result in a change of the
jurisdiction of incorporation, corporate governance is affected as the law changes that governs
the fiduciary duties of management. 84

5. A Separate Corporate Income Tax as “certification tax”
It has already been mentioned in connection with the authoritativeness principle that tax authorities can be seen as being in a similar position to shareholders and the capital market. Both
aim at participating in the profits of the company and both are accordingly interested in realistic and transparent information on the company’s situation.
In the United States some authors invoke the notion of a “certification tax” as a justification for a separate corporate income tax. 85 Originally, the corporate income tax was introduced in the United States inter alia to regulate corporations, mainly by receiving tax returns,
but also the tax itself was considered to regulate the power of corporate management. Two
aspects can be distinguished: A corporate income tax imposed on corporate profits reduces the
after-tax resources that are under the control of management. From this perspective, manage-
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ments' power is reduced by a separate income tax. 86 In addition the obligation to pay a business tax and to prepare tax accounts results in transparent information of the situation companies are in. The tax provided an attractive alternative to more radical proposals that would
have imposed obligations on incorporations in order to achieve publicity about companies'
conduct. 87 Hence, one important aspect was that a separate company tax could provide the
government with information about the company. Disclosure of financial information (in the
tax return) was also supposed to provide investors with required information. Disclosure was
a well-recognised method of regulation. 88 This interest of tax authorities goes along with the
corporate governance aspect that the same information is available to shareholders of the
company.
In the modern discussion about the “certification tax”, a separate tax on corporate income
is perceived as a certification of the corporations' profits to the minority shareholders and as
providing an incentive for the enforcement of this certification. 89 It was stated that this can be
seen as a corporate-governance related justification of a tax on business profits: when the state
itself is interested in verifying the companies' profits it ameliorates the agency problems between insiders and outside shareholders as management behaviour aimed at diverting profits
also reduces corporate tax liabilities and accordingly procedures that ensure tax compliance
are also in the interest of the shareholders. 90 Thus, increased tax enforcement can increase the
value of companies despite increased tax liabilities. 91
In contrast to this relationship between tax enforcement and corporate governance, the diversion of profits is assumed to increase with higher tax rates. 92 Accordingly a reduction of
tax rates can be recommendable from the corporate governance perspective in order to reduce
the incentive to divert profits.
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6. Regulatory tax rules
In very general terms, tax rules drafted for regulatory (in contrast to fundraising purposes) are
criticised for their intransparent effects. Direct regulation has a much more visible impact.
Furthermore, tax provisions might in the interplay with direct regulation lead to “regulatory
confusion”. 93 This term describes a situation in which taxes and direct regulation reciprocally
influence each other in an intransparent way.
The pros and cons of regulation through tax legislation vs direct regulation will be discussed in detail below. 94

7. Conclusion
In summary, tax rules tend to foster complexity and reduce transparency because they promote intransparent, tax driven corporate structures. With respect to accounting standards the
authors generally support the connection between tax and financial statements, in the belief
that the results are a more balanced and realistic picture of companies situation. However,
insofar as tax rules influence financial accounts due to a reverse authoritativeness, this results
in a risk of intransparency due to unrealistic tax-driven accounting positions.

IV. Distribution policy and the access to capital
1. Introduction
The separation of ownership and control being the basic problem of public corporations, taxation has a significant corporate governance relevance when it influences the possibilities of
the shareholders to monitor the management of companies. Shareholders attempt to monitor
the managers’ investment decisions to prevent investments that do not maximise shareholder
profits. Managers, in turn, often seek to avoid this monitoring. 95
The monitoring to which firms are subject depends to a large degree on how the companies' capital needs are financed. 96 New investments can either be financed by debt, equity or
retained earnings. Apparently the monitoring power of the shareholders is best when investments have to rely on new equity. In contrast, managerial power is increased to the extent in
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which retained earnings can be used. To receive external financing either in form of equity at
the capital market or debt, managers must provide substantial information about the company’s situation and the business plans. In general they will only receive new equity for investments which are considered by the capital market as profitable. As a result of the need to
fund the company with external money the power of decision-making is partly shifted to the
shareholders or other outside investors. To pursue suboptimal investments, managers will accordingly have to rely mostly on retained earnings. 97 Therefore, from the corporate governance point of view, capital markets and shareholders are weakened if managers have retained
earnings available instead of having to raise capital on the markets. The power to allocate
profits is shifted from the shareholders to the management. Hence, the distribution or retention of profits is one aspect of shareholder control over managers. Only when profits are distributed shareholders are free to choose between investing those profits in the same company
or rather to re-allocating those funds to more profitable projects. They will select the most
profitable investment and thereby force companies to organise their activities in the most
profitable way in order to persuade the shareholders to re-invest distributed profits again. Because any investor or lender will control the efficiency of the investment, retention of profits
is seen as a way to avoid this control. 98 In other words: “The company is freer to make investment decisions concerning the retained funds, which are not subject to direct market discipline”. 99
As another negative consequence of retention of profits, some authors argue that management might abuse its power for personal benefits. Due to the lack of monitoring power of
shareholders profits could be diverted for personal benefits of the managers or be used for
“empire building”, ie for company investments in the personal interest of the directors rather
than in the interest of shareholders and company or diversion of profits for “consumption on
the job”.
Accordingly reasons and effects of the retention of corporate profits are often discussed in
the light of taxation and corporate governance when tax rules influence the decision to retain
profits. 100 Below we will discuss features of tax systems that in this respect.
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2. Lock-in effect of the classical tax system
The aspect of taxation which is discussed most with respect to corporate governance and the
retention of profits is the double taxation resulting from the so-called classical tax system. 101
In classical corporate tax systems, income is taxed twice, once on the corporate level and
after the profit has been distributed to the shareholders again on the shareholder level. As a
result the pressure of shareholders on the management to distribute profits rather than retaining them is reduced because the distribution of dividends triggers a second tax liability and
thus increases the costs of the company. The resulting effect is called lock-in effect 102 because the profits are locked within the company. The double taxation may even cause shareholders to accept a lower pre-tax rate of return from internal firm investment projects than
they would require from external investment projects, because shareholders benefit from leaving retained profits in the corporation rather than receiving dividends. 103
In the history of taxation double taxation is seen as a key factor for the retention of profits 104 and is still the object of an ongoing debate. Arlen and Weiss conclude that the double
taxation of corporate profits creates significant distortions in the American economy. 105 In
2003, President Bush proposed to enact a dividend exemption to eliminate the double taxation
of corporate profits. 106 The proposal of the Bush administration was supposed to increase
shareholder pressure on managements to distribute profits as dividends. 107
It is argued that classical tax systems not only have negative effects on corporate governance but that also one reason why the two-tier tax system is still used in many tax systems can
be found in the separation of management and ownership. As the double taxation reduces the
return on investments funded with equity the pressure exercised by shareholders is weakened.
Although it would be beneficial for shareholders to integrate corporate and personal taxation,
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corporate managers oppose this step as they fear a disadvantage for their perceived interests. 108
In conclusion, it is said that the retention of profits as supported by the classical tax system
encourages managerial misbehaviour for personal motives. The position of the management
in relation to the shareholders is strengthened. The focus is shifted from shareholder value to
ostensible tax advantages or savings that benefit the companies as such and therefore their
managers. At the same time, the effect of weakening the monitoring function of capital markets might be an inefficient allocation of capital.
However, from the authors' point of view similar problems as in the classical system might
arise in imputation systems that apply different tax rates at the corporate and the individual
shareholders' level. A higher individual tax rate may lead to a lock-in effect, because to the
extent the shareholder rate exceeds the corporate rate it would be preferential in respect of the
tax costs to retain profits rather than to distribute them. 109
Secondly, it seems doubtful that the negative effect of the preferential treatment of retained
profits is actually as relevant as suggested in the literature: the pressure of the capital market
and analysts also requires a high rate of profit distribution. A management that extensively
retains profits for the reasons described above faces critical remarks and negative investment
decisions by the market.
Thirdly, as third party debt is deductible it can be preferential to finance new projects with
debt rather than retained earnings to reduce the taxable profits. 110

3. Reverse authoritativeness principle
As another reason for a tax-induced retention of profits the reverse authoritativeness principle
is discussed. 111 This feature of the German Income Tax has already been described in relation
to negative consequences regarding the information function of financial reports: as the reverse authoritativeness principle requires the same entries in the financial statement as in the
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tax account, it creates a tendency for complexity and intransparency because entries are made
for tax reasons and do not reflect the actual situation of the company as required for corporate
governance reasons. 112
Regarding the distribution policy of companies, the reverse authoritativeness principle
leads to an increased influence of management. 113 The management board has the duty to
reduce the actual tax burden as much as possible. For tax reasons the company will therefore
seek to show as little profits as possible in their accounts. To the extent that the balance sheet
is linked to tax accounting due to the reverse authoritativeness principle, this tendency might
lead to an inefficient retention of profits because profits that otherwise could be distributed
are “hidden” in the balance sheets. 114
On the other hand it should be kept in mind that another incentive for the management is to
present the company in a healthy shape. Management will hardly present in modern times of
strict capital market monitoring financial results which cannot fulfil the expectations of the
shareholders and investors (see above the same doubts in relation to the consequences of the
classical tax system).
In addition to the possibility of a manipulation of the tax accounts there are mandatory
rules which have the same effect of stimulating the retention of profits. 115 Some rules on the
valuation of assets (Bewertungswahlrechte) in the tax accounts are designed to promote goals
of public policy (Sozialzwecknormen), drafted by the legislator to motivate the taxpayer. A
case in point are provisions allowing an accelerated depreciation of assets for public policy
purposes. To the extent the balance sheet is connected to tax accounting, the resulting tax advantage is linked with the disadvantage that profits available for distribution are accordingly
lower as well. 116
The result with respect to corporate governance is the same as described above: the reverse
authoritativeness principle for those reasons encourages the retention of profits and consequently increases the discretion of the board in the allocation of capital. The capital of the
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shareholders is therefore not reallocated by the capital market but rather directly available for
further investments. In other words, the retained profits are not distributed even though an
alternative investment might be more beneficial for the shareholders. 117

4. Deferred taxes
As has already been described under III.2 and III.3 the discrepancy of tax and financial accounting leads to the booking of provisions with respect to future tax liabilities when the profits in tax accounting are lower than they are in financial accounting and this difference might
lead to higher tax liability in subsequent years.
Accounting for deferred taxes on the liabilities side enables management to deprive shareholders from distributable profits because the higher financial accounting result profit is
“blocked” by a provision for future tax liabilities and accordingly not distributable to that extent.
From a corporate governance perspective, the possibility to show deferred taxes as a result
of tax-driven accounting increases the power of management to add to liquidity without the
duty to distribute profits. As a result, the deferred taxes can be another reason for the retention
of profits.

5. Company pension funds
The treatment of payments in connection with company pensions can also have effects on
corporate governance. Two aspects are discussed in relation of corporate governance. The
first one concerns the aspect of retained profits and their assumed consequences for the balance between management and shareholders. The second refers to the structure of the corporate governance system which has in general terms been examined under I.1 (Differences of
corporate governance systems).
The first aspect refers to a preferential treatment in tax accounting of company pension liabilities in the form of book reserves (Direktzusagen) under former German tax law: The possibility to make provisions (Rückstellungen) in the accounts for those future pension liabilities
leads to increased present liquidity and tax deferral advantages. Because the cash value of the
pension for the employee was not taxed until the actual payment of the pension, whereas all
other forms of pensions were taxed on the individual level at the time of payment to the fund,
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it was preferential to use book reserves. With respect to company control, provisions for pension liabilities in this way decreased the necessity to fund capital on the capital market and
third party loans were replaced by provisions. 118 In short, the preferential treatment of provisions for pension liabilities the same negative consequences for corporate governance are perceived: the possibility to retain profits for tax reasons and to rely on the resulting liquidity for
financing new investments increases the powers of management because it can invest without
being monitored by shareholders or third parties.
In order to align the treatment of the different kinds of retirement provisions and to increase the capital available for the capital market, all forms of retirement provisions are now
taxed in Germany when paid to the beneficiary. However, the advantage of obtaining liquidity
by entering provisions for pension liabilities in the accounts still exists as an incentive to
choose company pension liabilities in the form of book reserves.
The second aspect refers to the monitoring and influencing function which third party pension funds can have in the corporate governance system. The hope is that the third party pension funds could play an important role in improving external control over companies. 119 In
the United States, pension funds are much more important than in Germany due to the amount
of capital they can invest. It will be interesting to see whether similar developments will occur
in Germany. 120

6. Stock options
Another aspect of tax law which is mentioned with respect to corporate governance and the
retention of profits is the tax treatment of stock options. Management compensation schemes
are supposed to strengthen the tendency to inefficiently retain profits: The payment of a dividend decreases share prices because they reflect expected future distributions. Thus the value
of the stock options is decreased by distributions. 121 Accordingly, stock option plans may
have the same effect as those described with respect to the classic tax system: the resulting
incentive in favour of retaining profits might increase the conflict between shareholders and
management.
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Another risk is seen in the fact that managers could focus only on stock performance, because that affects their interest, rather than on long-term success.

7. Capital gains preferences
One interaction between the tax system and corporate governance occurs when the tax system
gives preferential tax treatment to certain forms of income. 122 One aspect is a tax preference
in favour of capital gains in comparison to dividends. The assumption is that long-term capital
gains preferences encourage the inefficient retention of earnings and thus exacerbate the problems arising from the separation of ownership from control. 123
Two arguments are mentioned with respect to long-term capital gains preference: A long
term capital gains preference can be invoked as a justification for management to retain profits even though it may be economically more efficient to distribute the profits as dividends.
Shareholders would benefit from a reduced capital gains rate by selling their shares rather
than realising profits in the form of dividends that are taxed more heavily.
The second argument is that the long-term capital gains preference creates a tax bias for
non-corporate shareholders to realise profits by selling their shares rather than retaining them
and receiving dividends. This bias may increase the reluctance of shareholders to devote resources to monitoring management and, therefore, may exacerbate the separation of ownership from control. 124
In addition to the perceived increased power through retained profits a preferential tax rate
on capital gains may exacerbate shareholder abdication: The first aspect raised is that shareholders will more likely accept inefficient retention of profits because they also benefit from
the tax rate this way. The second aspect is that preferential capital gain tax rates might support
a short-term oriented investment strategy. Shareholders may be more interested in short-term
profits which then would be realised by selling the shares rather than a long-term ownership
attitude where profits are received in the form of dividends.
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However, the validity of this argument seems as doubtful as the perception of classical tax
systems mentioned above: The capital markets focus also on the level of dividend distributions. Therefore, management would not likely retain profits for tax reasons but rather comply
with the expectations of markets and analysts. Accordingly, it is also argued that different tax
rates have no impact on the decision whether to pay dividends, which is rather driven by the
fact whether companies have excess cash after financing their investment needs. 125
For corporate shareholders in Germany as well as in the United States, dividend taxation is
preferential anyway: either dividends are almost not taxed (see sec. 8b KStG) or the corporation receives a deduction with the same effect (See sec. 243 IRC).
Currently, dividends from domestic companies and most foreign companies qualify in the
US as “net capital gains” and accordingly qualify for the preferential tax rate. Therefore, there
is momentarily no tax incentive to rather sell shares than monitor the management in order to
realise profits as dividends. 126

8. Conclusion
Theoretically the retention of earnings leads to a shift of power from shareholders towards
management. However tax experts of leading German companies doubt whether this effect
exists in practice. It was stressed that in modern business society the expectation of the capital
market and the statement of analysts are of paramount importance and that the level of profit
distribution, the dividend rate, is the most significant number by which companies are analysed. Consequently, the retention of profits is not seen as a relevant problem. The potential
tendency in favour of an efficiency-reducing retention of profits due to the tax system is, according to this view, balanced by the detrimental effects of a low dividend rate.
As a result, inefficient retention of profits due to the classical tax system, the reverse authoritativeness principle, the treatment of company retirement provisions, stock options or capital gains preferences is in practice not perceived as a current corporate governance problem.
However this may be due to the fact that these practitioners view the problem from inside
their institutions.
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V. Business decisions of management / Diversion of profits to the
disadvantage of shareholders
1. Introduction
As mentioned above, the United States discussion on taxation and corporate governance
mostly concerns executive remuneration. This reflects the basic corporate governance problem, the agency conflict.
Apart from the attempt to positively align the interests of management and shareholders
another important aspect is how to prevent managers from diverting profits of the company to
their own benefit.

2. Taxation of stock options and incentive stock options
For almost half a decade, the preferential taxation of certain types of incentive stock options
has been seen as an instrument for aligning the interests of shareholders and management by
providing management with equity interests. 127 The German Corporate Governance Codex
also includes a provision that recommends the remuneration of managers to comprise to a
certain degree performance-based elements. 128
The impact of tax legislation on corporate governance can be direct when provisions provide for a specific treatment of stock options for corporate governance reasons. It can also be
merely indirect just by applying the general tax principles.
The advantage of incentive stock options in particular can be described as follows: When
an executive receives shares because he exercises an option, in US tax law the employee normally realises ordinary taxable income to the extent the fair market value of the stock received
exceeds the option exercise price. In contrast, when the stock option qualifies as incentive
stock option (see section 421 IRC) the taxpayer enjoys two advantages: First, the shareholder
realises no taxable income when exercising the option. Rather, the profit is taxable when the
shares are sold. Second, all profit is treated as capital gains and as such taxed at a preferential
rate.
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To qualify as an incentive stock option, the option must be granted with shareholder approval and it must have an exercise price equal to the share's fair market value at the time
when it is granted. Additionally, the shares must be held for more than one year from the time
when the option is exercised and more than two years after the receipt of the option. 129
It is disputed whether increased stock ownership of management actually leads to the intended alignment of interests.130 The main reason for questioning the ability of stock options
to align the interests of managers and shareholders is seen in the missing down side risk of
stock option holders. 131 Another risk is seen in the fact that managers could focus only on
stock performance, because this is what determines their profits when exercising options,
rather than on long-term success. Critics argue that stock options even make it preferable for
managers to retain profits in the company since the value of the stock increases by the amount
of earnings retained. 132
Since this is actually not a tax-related problem, we won’t discuss pro and contra of (incentive) stock options in detail. 133 However, what has been demonstrated above is that stock options might increase the tendency to retain profits because the stock price and accordingly the
value of the unexercised stock option is related to the amount of retained profits. Hence, executive stock option plans may increase the conflict between stockholders and managers over
the source of financing. 134
To conclude, the preferential treatment of incentive stock options is intended to connect the
manager's personal interests with those of the shareholders. However, it seems doubtful
whether stock options in fact represent an adequate instrument to this end.

3. Caps on salaries of managers / Exceptions for performance-based remuneration
Concerning the danger that corporate managers might abuse their powers to the disadvantage
of the shareholders, also apart from takeover-related situations, US tax legislation first of all
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targets excessive compensation plans (as perceived by the legislator). Secondly, these provisions provide for exceptions in favour of performance-based remuneration.
In very general terms, section 162 (a) (1) of the IRC limits the deductibility of expenses to
“all the ordinary and necessary expenses…”, including “a reasonable allowance for salaries or
other compensation for personal services rendered”.
By virtue of this section, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has a very broad authority to
disallow deductions for compensation that is viewed to be unreasonable. However, the IRS
seems in fact not to utilise this possibility very much. 135
However, this broad provision can be interpreted as the basic model of the legislator’s approach: it is perceived that management detaches its interests from those of the company and
diverts company’s profits for private benefit. This again reflects the underlying corporate governance conflict, the agency problem and it indicates the way the tax code works in this respect: by increasing the after-tax cost (in denying the deductibility of business expenses) a
certain conduct becomes less attractive.
In 1993 a more specific provision was included to limit the deductibility of certain expenses for executive compensation. Section 162 (m) (1) of the IRC provides that “no deduction shall be allowed (…) for applicable employee remuneration (…) to the extent that the
amount of such remuneration for the taxable year with respect to (one) employee exceeds $
1,000,000."
Exceptions to this limitation are in particular performance-based payments, see section 162
(4) C IRC. This again reflects the basic conflict: the legislator assumes that the separation of
management and ownership leads to misuse of power in particular with respect to executive
remuneration. Therefore the deductibility of payments to managers is limited. 136 However,
section 162 (m) of the IRC includes an exemption that serves as an example for the basic
thrust of the rule because it provides for exemption when, from the legislator’s perspective,
shareholder interests is not at risk. This is assumed to be the case when payments are based on
performance, because it is assumed that the measure of performance that forms the basis of
payments reflects the shareholders' interests.
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In practice, it is doubtful whether these exceptions leave much scope for the general rule of
section 162 (m) IRC: many companies will shift from high base salaries to annual bonus
payments and other performance-based payments. Namely, stock options are excluded from
the limitation, as well as most amounts paid pursuant to short term incentive plans. 137
The tax deductibility cap proposal was criticised mainly for three reasons: On the one
hand, the concern was that the result for the shareholders, whose interest was supposed to be
served, would be even aggravated by the provision: The excessive compensation would not
only weaken the company and accordingly reduce the profits of the shareholders, but on top
of that it would also be even more expensive because these expenses would not even be fully
deductible. On the other hand, the non-deductibility provision is assumed to be ineffective as
it provides for many exceptions and even encouraged a higher overall level of remuneration
through higher performance-related payments (mainly stock options). The exemptions of performance-based payments are too broad and can furthermore easily be circumvented by deferring payments until retirement as those payments are not subject to the cap. 138 Finally, the
one-million threshold lacks any relationship with the specific facts of individual cases: a salary of more than a million dollar might be justified when executives increase the corporate
value accordingly and a salary well below one million dollar can represent an overpayment in
the case of other companies with lower revenues. 139
In fact, the restructuring of payments has not decreased the overall amount of payments to
executives. 140 Unintended consequences are the fact that the million dollar cap apparently is
seen as standard compensation amount, that a shift towards stock options has taken place and
that executives receiving performance-based salaries tend to focus on short-term earnings
rather than on long-term success. 141
The conclusion is therefore that tax provisions with an intended corporate governance
function will show little results if they are easily avoided.
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It could of course be argued that by way of restructuring the payments in favour of performance-based payments, the provision at least decreased the agency conflict. Hence, there
are also affirmative comments on the provision: It is argued that section 162 (m) has encouraged shareholder involvement in the executive compensation process by increasing disclosure
(due to section 162 (m)(4)(c)(ii) IRC), which would be a positive effect from the corporate
governance point of view: “by requiring disclosure not only of amounts paid but also of the
reasons for granting particular executive compensation packages, it appears that the new rules
will effect substantive change in executive compensation decision-making without appropriating managerial authority from directors”. 142
Yet, the arguments against such provisions seem to be more convincing. Very generally,
doubts remain whether constraints on the type and amount of executive remuneration can be
justified at all. What corporations pay to their executives is a fundamental business decision
of companies and their shareholders, which governments should not interfere with. They
should rather assure that all payments are transparent and that the shareholders can determine
or at least object to payments which are – from a business point of view – not justified. 143 In
other words, the role of the legislator should rather be to assure a well functioning market of
corporate control than disturbing the market by constraints in the tax code.
In fact, those provisions might actually not be related with corporate governance at all: the
limitation on executive payments is motivated by goals of social policy. It is perceived that
management salaries are outrageously high compared to normal standards and the tax code is
deemed to be an instrument for preventing an even bigger disparity between ordinary and
executive income.

4. Compensation of supervisory board members
From the corporate governance point of view, not only the relationship between management
and shareholders is of importance but also – in a two-tier system – the relationship between
management and the supervisory board.
In the discussion of corporate governance in Germany one important aspect is that the supervisory board should be professionalised. 144 The perception prevailed that supervisory
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board members used to pay too little attention to their duties and failed to serve the shareholders' interests by not monitoring the management board properly.
In the light of this discussion, section 10 No. 4 of the German Company Tax Code (Körperschaftsteuergesetz – KStG), which provides for a reduced deductibility of remuneration
paid to board members, is viewed critically. 145 Section 10 No. 4 KStG provides that half of
the remuneration paid to supervisory board members is not deductible as business expenses.
In turn, however, the full amount is taxable in the hands of the board members according to
section 18 no. 3 of the German Income Tax Code.
The critics emphasise that one element of good corporate governance should be an efficient
and professional supervisory board to monitor and counsel the management board. It is also
criticised that reduced deductibility is not subject to a test whether the remuneration is appropriate or not. 146 In practice, supervisory board members often receive additional payments
because they are hired as external consultants in order to avoid non-deductibility. 147

5. Deductibility of desired payments
The deductibility of charitable contributions is an example for the legislator encouraging a
certain conduct by providing tax expenditures. 148 As they represent an interference of the legislator with the relationship between shareholders and management they are of relevance from
the corporate governance perspective. By treating the corporation as a person who can act
charitably, the Internal Revenue Code has legitimised the power of management to spend the
shareholders’ money for charitable purposes. 149

6. Treatment of third party interest
Another corporate governance related aspect is the differential treatment of equity and
third party interest because it may influence the management decision how to fund the company and accordingly whose interests are served. Hence, the tax treatment of third party interest may cause a corporate governance conflict when it results in a preferential treatment compared to equity costs.
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For example the German Trade Tax Code (Gewerbesteuergesetz – GewStG) includes a
provision which results in a preferential tax treatment of third party loan funding compared to
equity funding: According to section 8 No. 1 GewStG – only – half of the interest is added to
the profit of the corporation. Accordingly, 50 % of third-party interest reduces profits. Because profits distributed as dividends (the cost of equity) are fully taxed, third party funding is
treated preferentially. Interests of shareholders and creditors may be in conflict: creditors tend
to investments with limited risk because they don’t benefit from higher returns but bear the
risk of losing their investment. Thus, a preferential treatment of creditors results in a disadvantage for shareholders. 150
In the United States, the different treatment of debt and equity was recently discussed due
to a proposal of the Bush administration in 2003. While interest payments are taxed in the
hands of creditors but are currently deductible as expenses on the corporate level, dividends
are part of both, the company’s and the shareholders' income. Accordingly, there is an incentive to finance the corporation with debt rather than equity.151 The proposed elimination of the
taxation on the shareholder level of dividends resulting from already taxed profits would have
closed the gap in the treatment of debt and equity, although the alignment would have been
achieved on different levels (corporate level and shareholder level). 152 Yet, the proposal was
not successful.
However, it was doubted whether the different treatment of equity and debt will in the long
run have a large impact because share prices will in the end capitalise any incentive. Nevertheless, abrupt changes of the preferential tax treatment could be expected to produce significant shifts in debt-equity ratios. 153

VI. General criticism: tax code vs. direct regulation
To the extent that the legislator specifically tries to influence corporations by means of the tax
code, the general question is why to use the tax code instead of direct regulation (subsidies or
penalties instead of tax expenditures and penalties). What advantages are there? What are the
disadvantages?
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Overall, the majority of scholars are very sceptical towards tax provisions for influencing
corporate governance. 154 The following section will summarise in abstract terms the pros and
cons of the tax code as a regulatory tool for corporate governance.
Among the arguments in favour of using the tax code as means of influencing economic
conduct instead of administrative measures is the “administrative argument”: The Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) represents a system for collecting revenues and controlling companies
and therefore tax provisions could save administrative costs. Consequently, it could be efficient not to implement another control and penalty system but rather rely on established institutions.
In favour for tax provisions as a regulatory instrument some mention the argument of
“simplicity”. 155 Tax provisions are perceived as less complicated than direct regulation provisions. However, this is not convincing, since the drafting of a provision can be complicated in
any area of law and even sometimes unavoidable due to the complexity of the relevant subject
matter. In any case, there is no reason why tax law – theoretically – should be less complex
than company law provisions.
Even less persuasive is the argument that regulation through the tax code would leave more
discretion to the taxpayer and would therefore enhance individual decision making. As long as
a direct fine is compared with an indirect tax penalty it seems very unlikely that there is any
difference for the affected individual because the after-tax costs of the regulatory measure are
equal for both cases. If the regulated conduct was prohibited instead, a tax would obviously be
more flexible. But this would not be an appropriate comparison because two cost-related incentives should be compared.
One of the most important arguments against tax penalty provisions as means of influencing economic conduct is that those provisions contravene the ability to pay principle 156 . Horizontal equity requires that taxpayers with similar income are treated similarly. Vertical equity
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focuses on the relevant treatment of taxpayers with different levels of income. 157 As the effect
of tax measures typically depends on the marginal tax rate of the individual taxpayer, tax expenditures are more lucrative for taxpayers with higher income and tax penalties will affect
them more than taxpayers with lower incomes. On the one hand it could be argued that this is
always the case in a tax system with progressive tax rates. It could even be seen as a necessary
effect of the principle of vertical equity because taxpayers are treated differently - depending
on their income. On the other hand, there is no justification for linking penalties with the
amount of income. Whereas the aim of taxation – in broad terms – is raising revenues for the
state, tax penalties as well as tax expenditures are enacted to influence certain behaviour. Accordingly, the effect of a regulatory measure should depend on the impact of the targeted conduct and not on the tax base or ability to pay of the taxpayer.
Another argument against tax penalties is that they operate in an inconsistent way: First of
all, as mentioned above, taxpayers engaging in exactly the same kind of conduct are treated
differently due to their different tax bases. Companies that do not pay taxes at all such as
companies incurring losses will not be affected at all by the non-deductibility of certain expenditures, even though the conduct might cause the same harm. Secondly, measures enacted
in the United States pursue conflicting interests. For example the purpose of taxing golden
parachutes payments is inconsistent with that of greenmail taxation: On the one hand, among
the reasons for golden parachutes taxation was to prevent management from defeating takeovers that would be in the best interest of the shareholders, which means that – insofar – takeovers should be encouraged. On the other hand, the primary purpose of the greenmail provisions is to prevent hostile takeovers by providing a disincentive to bidders because any payoff would be subject to tax. Thus, there is a contradiction between the purposes of golden
parachute and greenmail taxation. Furthermore, the purposes of greenmail taxation are inconsistent themselves: Greenmail payments can often be a useful tool for companies for averting
hostile takeovers: once a bidder’s offer is made, it might be possible to avert the takeover by
paying the bidder off. In these cases it becomes more difficult to avert the takeover due to the
tax consequences and so – if the company is well managed – this is to the disadvantage of the
shareholders. This means that there are contradictions not only between the purposes of
golden parachute and greenmail taxation, but also between two detrimental purposes of
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greenmail taxation, which on the one hand should discourage hostile bidders but also management from defeating hostile takeover attempts.
Furthermore, an argument against tax provisions instead of direct regulation is that they
lead to a distortion in the allocation of resources. 158 However, from the authors' point of view
this is not a strong argument because it can be equally applied to direct regulation: Although it
is true that the effect of tax penalties obviously is that business activities are not solely influenced by market conditions, it is so because – from the point of view of the legislator – the
result is on the whole more beneficial to the company and the shareholders. The criticism that
tax incentives distort the choices of the marketplace and produce non-neutralities in the allocation of resources is equally applicable to direct expenditures. 159 The actual problem is that
the provisions fail to achieve this goal in many situations and in this case might even be counterproductive.
Another argument against a regulation of corporate governance in the tax code is that tax
incentives keep tax rates high by narrowing the tax base and thereby reduce tax revenues. 160
Yet, direct expenditures also will affect the revenues and the money that is spent must be
raised, which would also result in higher tax rates.
Intransparency can also be brought forward against tax provisions as regulative tools. Direct regulation has a much more visible impact. Furthermore, tax provisions might in connection with other – direct – forms of regulation lead to “regulatory confusion”. 161 This term describes a situation in which tax and direct regulation reciprocally influence each other in an
intransparent way.

VII. Summary and perspective
To conclude, most research has been undertaken on the intended effects of tax provisions with
respect to corporate governance. The respective provisions mostly deal with remuneration.
Overall, tax provisions are in most cases not suitable for influencing corporate governance as
it is difficult to link the tax measures to specific fact patterns that allow a differentiation be-
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tween beneficial and harmful behaviour. Furthermore, the analysed measures tend to be intransparent and pursue conflicting interests.
As a consequence, it could be argued that rather than ineffectively attempting to influence
management conduct by tax norms the legislator should eliminate provisions of the tax system
that allow the management to act without control of the shareholders, when control of the
management behaviour seems necessary. Tax rules are generally not sophisticated enough to
reflect whether or not a certain conduct is actually detrimental to the companies' interest, To
the extent, control – from the legislator’s point of view – seems appropriate it would be preferable to have a real control by those whose interests ought to be preserved. 162 Shareholders
should be encouraged to monitor their own interests, rather than relying on the legislator. To
achieve this it is necessary to link management decisions with shareholders' funding decisions.
With respect to unintended consequences of tax law such as incentives in favour of an inefficient retention of profits, the majority of scholars identify negative aspects. From the authors' perspective the monitoring capital market will ameliorate the tendency to retain distributable profits because the dividend rate is of high importance for valuing the company.
According to tax planners of leading German companies, the actual influence of tax provisions on corporate governance is very low. From those practitioners’ point of view, there are
at best impacts of the tax system on transparency of the corporate structure and corporate actions, which lead to a weaker control of the management by the shareholders. Of very little
importance with respect to the balance of power between shareholders and management is –
according to practitioners – the taxation of executive remuneration (or the influence of taxation with regard to the internal use of retained profits). Concerning the retention und distribution of profits it is suggested that the capital market control, which highly values the dividend
level, works as a means to align management and shareholder interests.
However, this apparently only reflects the view of practitioners from inside corporate management. As was demonstrated above most conflicts arise to the disadvantage of shareholders
or other investors, thus their perception may well be different. Additionally, those involved in
the institutional framework of companies may not consider the institutional setting as a whole
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and therefore not see problems on that level. The same may be true for shareholders and other
investors.
From a theoretical point of view there are certainly significant interactions between taxation and corporate governance. This discrepancy between theory and practitioners’ perceptions may well be the starting point for future discussion.
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C. The influence of corporate governance on taxation
Not only do taxes influence the corporate governance in companies. There are also effects that
work in the other direction. The corporate governance system and culture in place in a company will have effects on the way this company handles its tax affairs. Especially the company’s approach to tax planning and tax compliance will be affected.
As stated above, corporate governance is the process in which the conduct of enterprises is
controlled and supervised. 163 When discussing the conduct of enterprises, it is necessary to
have an idea about what should determine this conduct and be its ultimate goal. In the general
discussion about corporate governance this question results in the debate whether only shareholder value should be the benchmark for the enterprise’s conduct or whether stakeholder
interests should be taken into account, too.
In the discussion about the corporate governance of an enterprise’s tax matters a similar
problem exists, concerning the question, what tax strategy should be followed by the enterprise as a whole. 164 The answer to this question is the starting point for the discussion of corporate governance of tax matters in a narrower sense, concerning issues that result from the
separation of ownership and control. 165

I. Which tax strategy complies with corporate governance requirements
The general discussion about what should be the guiding line of a company’s conduct is structured as a conflict between different stakeholder groups, namely shareholders and other stakeholders like creditors, employees, the general public. In the corporate governance of tax matters, the debate about the tax goals of a company can also be seen as such a conflict between
different stakeholder groups. Its dividing line will run between those stakeholders that benefit
from a company’s profits and therefore suffer from the reduction of these profits by taxes
(namely shareholders but also creditors, employees, etc.) and those stakeholders that profit
from the tax revenue, namely the revenue authorities and the general public.
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1. Standard economic model of tax compliance
The discussion about a company’s tax strategy focuses on the question how strictly and willingly it complies with tax law.
From a macroeconomic perspective, it would be desirable that economic agents strictly
comply with the law. Individual profit maximising behaviour should take place only within
the legal framework. Otherwise, the state would not be able to provide the stable basis for
markets to operate properly. Efforts invested into circumventing the law without creating any
value constitute a social loss, as they could be invested in more productive activities. 166
The situation, however, is different from an individual perspective. Here, standard theory
views the decision to comply with applicable laws as a portfolio selection problem. 167 Some
of the possible choices of the individual lie within the legal framework and some do not.
Those that do not, carry the risk of detection, with a certain probability. If the violation of the
law is not detected, the choice yields a certain return. If it is detected, it yields another, usually
lower and/or negative return, depending on applicable penalties and other consequences. Here
it is the task of the individual market participants to choose between the illegal, risky choices
and the risk-free legal choices and thus select a portfolio that suits their risk preference. In this
way, the question of compliance with the law can be viewed as a question of risk preference. 168
If the social requirement of strict obedience to the law is to be fulfilled in this analytical
framework, then the state has to raise penalties and the probability of detection to a degree
that no individual will choose to act illegally.169 However, in reality the situation is not as
simple as this model suggests. Especially all of its elements have to be analysed for their applicability to the tax behaviour of corporations.
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2. The decision to comply
First of all, the distinction of two basic cases, to comply or not to comply, may not be correct in the case of tax law. With the high level of complexity and ambiguity in modern tax
law, combined with the system of self-assessment, the taxpayer often cannot be sure of the
correct amount of taxes to be declared. 170 The same factual situation can justify different tax
assessments, depending on the interpretation of the law. Furthermore, tax law allows to structure business transactions in a tax-efficient way, but only up to a certain point. 171 Beyond that,
the structure may be recognised as abusive and thus disrespected. This also leads to uncertainty as to what tax liability to declare.

a. Compliance vs. aggressiveness
Consequently, when a taxpayer files his tax return, he does not have the pure choice between
compliance and non-compliance, with the latter bearing the risk of detection und thus carrying
a risky return. Instead, the taxpayer can choose between different ways of assessment, each of
which carries two different kinds of uncertainty. The first uncertainty is whether structures
and self-assessment comply with applicable laws. Only the second one is the uncertainty recognised in the standard model, i.e. whether a potential act of non-compliance will be detected.
Therefore, the taxpayer does not face the clear-cut decision between legal and illegal behaviour. Instead, he can only chose the aggressiveness of the tax-positions taken, not knowing
where the exact border line of legality lies. 172 This renders the macroeconomic claim that the
law should be adhered to, no matter what, doubtful. Therefore, the obvious conclusion from
the portfolio selection model to make penalties prohibitively high in order to achieve full
compliance may not be viable.

b. The limits of legality in conventional tax law
The approach of conventional tax law to this situation is to apply criminal penalties only when
the taxpayer knew or was frivolously ignorant of his non-compliance or acted in negli-
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gence. 173 In such a case, the taxpayer knew that he was not complying or didn’t care and
therefore faced only the uncertainty of detection identified by the standard model. 174 Therefore, the standard model works and deterrent penalties are adequate.
Conversely, in cases when the conditions of compliance are unclear for the taxpayer and
non-compliance can only be identified with certainty ex post by the courts, penalties are usually limited to interest on the taxes that should have been paid. This prevents the taxpayer
from profiting from his misinterpretation of the law by receiving a zero-interest credit.
Of course, the boundary between these two cases is not clear cut and it can sometimes be
doubtful whether the taxpayer was frivolously ignorant of his non-compliance. Therefore tax
authorities are trying to prevent taxpayers from getting too close to this borderline and to define it in a way so as to prevent them from acting too recklessly without having to fear punishment. 175

c. “Unacceptable” behaviour as a new category between legal and illegal
conduct
Yet, in recent years tax authorities seem to have been trying not only to enforce the classical
border line between legal (tax avoidance) and illegal (tax evasion) tax planning, but also to
prevent taxpayers from venturing into the area of legal ambiguities at all. They aim at preventing them from using any structures or self assessments the legal status of which seems
unclear or which might even be clear but are claimed nevertheless to not have been intended
by lawmakers (aggressive avoidance, loop-holes) 176 and therefore are categorised as unac-
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ceptable tax planning. 177 To this end, they make use of a large range of deterring measures
such as threatening intensive auditing, procedural pressure, negative publicity, etc. Thereby
they create a quasi-illegal status 178 which is not in line with the classical distinction. In such
an environment, ambiguous tax statutes become a method for raising revenues as taxpayers
are forced to stick to unchallenged positions. 179
However, this puts the burden from complex and unclear tax law exclusively on the taxpayers. A large part of this complexity though is due to the policy aims that are being pursued
through the tax law. The differentiations necessary for achieving these aims of public policy
through the tax law normally create uncertainty and planning possibilities, 180 especially if the
specific public policy goals pursued remain unclear. 181
In their attempt to keep taxpayers from seizing planning opportunities that result from unclear law, tax authorities assume the power to define which tax behaviour they view as acceptable. They base this definition on their own interpretation of tax law. In consequence,
taxpayers are deterred from deviating from this "authorised" interpretation. In this way, tax
authorities take over from the courts the competence of determining the authoritative interpretation of the law.
Last but not least, taxpayers often rely on taking positions that deviate from a challengeable authority-view or for which no official guidelines on interpretation have been formulated
in order to facilitate their business transactions.182 If they are deterred from doing this, the
economic burden of taxation is higher than necessary because transactions that would be feasible under an acceptable interpretation of the law cannot be undertaken because they are not
covered by the authorities' interpretation of the statutes.
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d. Immoral behaviour as a new category
For similar purposes as for the introduction of the category of "unacceptable tax planning",
tax authorities invoke the notion of "immoral behaviour" in the case of tax structures that are
intended to lower tax payments beyond a certain extent.183 Then they also exert pressure on
taxpayers to adhere to conduct defined as moral by the authorities. The main difference is that
this category is justified by reference to principles of ethical behaviour.
Doubtlessly, moral aspects do have a role in determining tax behaviour. However, the
boundaries between moral and immoral behaviour would conventionally be seen along the
same lines as statutory and case law have drawn in the past and which have been described
above. 184 According to these, it is of course immoral to take positions in tax structures or returns that rely upon not being discovered because they would not sustain scrutiny by authorities and courts. However, according to a long standing view there is nothing immoral about
“arranging one’s affairs so as to keep taxes as low as possible”, 185 as long as the taxpayer's
conduct remains within the boundaries of legality.
What is moral or not can certainly be influenced by the law and can therefore – to a certain
extent – be influenced by legislation. 186 However, the very reason for the problem of aggressive tax planning lies in the fact that the legislator tends to not express his intentions clearly in
the tax code. Consequently, the law does not explicitly state what is the “fair share” that taxpayers should contribute. Again, this most clearly applies if the legislator seeks to implement
goals of social or economic policy via tax measures. 187
When tax authorities demand that the taxpayers contribute their fair share or pay what
business ethics demand, they implicitly base this upon their own notion of what is ethical or
fair instead of deriving such measures from the law. In this interpretation they may not be free
from conflicts of interest because of rising public financing needs.
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e. The role of tax opinions
A special aspect of the question whether the taxpayer knew that he was in violation of tax
law is the role of opinions given by tax professionals. In most legal systems, a taxpayer who
has acquired an opinion by a tax professional satisfying certain requirements and confirming
that a certain tax structure or self-assessment does comply with applicable tax-law cannot be
accused of having acted negligently if it later turns out that the opinion was wrong. This has
been exploited by promoters of abusive tax schemes by delivering with their tax scheme
ready-made opinions confirming their viability, in order to protect customers from penalties in
case the structures did not work.
However, such opinions were usually very liberal in their interpretation of the law. Especially, they did not consider the individual circumstances of a specific taxpayer as they were
produced for off-the-shelf tax structures that were intended to be sold to multiple clients. Obviously, such a generic opinion cannot properly analyse whether the structure in question has
a valid business purpose for the business of a specific taxpayer. Therefore, the opinion would
simply assume that such a business purpose existed. 188 Another aspect is that the tax professionals providing such opinions usually earned fees contingent upon the success of the marketing of the tax structure, which makes it doubtful whether they were sufficiently independent for delivering professional advice. 189
These aspects raise the question whether such opinions can indeed have the effect of relieving the taxpayer from his responsibility of ensuring the legality of his tax positions and
protecting him from penalties if illegal positions are discovered.
As a result, lawmakers are trying to limit the use of generic opinions that are combined
with generic tax structures. One way of achieving this is to restrict their effectiveness in protecting against penalties and to set up minimum standards for the contents of the opinions or
the confidence level 190 of conclusions reached. 191 So the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
states that opinions that simply assume a valid business purpose without analysing the specific
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situation of a taxpayer will not offer protection against penalties. 192 Another approach taken is
to raise professional standards for advisors providing tax opinions and to prevent conflicts of
interest with new rules of incompatibility.

3. Risk of detection
The risk of detection of incorrect tax returns depends strongly on the auditing efforts by the
tax authorities. Intensified auditing will raise the number of returns that are being checked and
the level of detail to which each return can be verified. 193

a. Additional disclosure obligations
To increase the risk of detection is also the aim of the current activities of British, Canadian,
Australian and American tax authorities against the tax shelter industry. 194 These focus on
generic tax structures which are developed by companies’ advisors, especially auditing firms,
and then sold to a large number of companies who apply them all in the same way and which
usually have no connection to their normal business. 195 New and updated laws and regulations
impose obligations on the advisors to register structures, keep track of participants in such
structures and to notify the tax authorities of the newly devised structures. 196 The information
obtained in this way facilitate the authorities efforts of auditing companies that participate in
schemes that go beyond the limits of legitimate tax planning. 197 This is of special importance
as shelter structures were previously designed in ways to make them difficult to detect even if
the authorities actually audited a participating firm. 198
As it is primarily illegal transactions that rely on concealment, this approach of strengthening disclosure obligations can help authorities in enforcing the tax law without blurring or
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shifting the distinction between tax avoidance and evasion, which has been criticised
above. 199
In the case of legal structures that are nevertheless unwanted by lawmakers, the reporting
requirements provide them with the opportunity for timely changes of laws or regulations. 200

b. Risk management in enforcement
In their struggle to raise tax revenues by intensifying audit activities that are constrained by
limited resources for auditing personnel, etc., 201 tax authorities are also beginning to try to
classify taxpayers into different categories, depending on their aggressiveness in tax matters
and then focus auditing efforts on the “difficult cases” and take a more cooperative and supportive approach for others. 202
This necessitates businesses to view their affairs with the tax authorities as a long-term relationship 203 in which exceedingly aggressive behaviour may yield consequences beyond potential penalties in the specific case. Especially, increased scrutiny by authorities may raise
future compliance costs because frequent audits and disputes cause costs on the side of the
taxpayer as well and consume management attention that would be better spent on profit earning activities. 204 Also, future tax-planning structures may be challenged more often. Therefore, being on good terms with the tax authorities may be a value of its own and may justify
some restraint in tax management. 205
In practice, well-managed companies have of course taken this view already in the past and
this approach has recently become even more widespread. 206 .
In addition, tax authorities also try to change their enforcement approach vis-á-vis companies that appear to be quite willing to comply with tax law but struggle with the task. Companies face substantial costs for tax compliance, even if they do not embrace overly aggressive
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approaches in tax planning. 207 Complex and ambiguous tax statutes make it difficult to properly report taxes even for standard business processes, let alone sophisticated restructurings
and the like.
In such cases, supporting taxpayers in their compliance efforts yields better results than
control and repression. 208 This approach is combined with the one mentioned above, i.e. identifying companies with a bad track record and putting them under closer scrutiny, in order to
arrive at an adequate treatment of different taxpayers. 209 The combination of more focused
enforcement activities against non-compliant taxpayers with intensified cooperation in the
case of compliant ones is also called “tax-risk-management”, but here the term is meant from
the authorities' perspective, and the risk targeted is the one of foregoing taxes that are legally
owed. 210

4. Returns from aggressive tax behaviour

a. Penalties
As discussed, the returns from the “aggressive” option of tax behaviour depend on whether
the chosen tax positions turn out to be legal or not and whether this is discovered by the authorities. If illegal positions are discovered, the taxpayer faces the payment of taxes originally
due plus different additional payments such as penalties, interest for late payment, etc. 211 As
tax payments can be among the most important cost factors of a company, unexpected tax
liabilities combined with high penalties can lead to significantly lower earnings and even liquidity problems. 212 The possibility of higher compliance costs has already been noted. 213
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b. Publicity and reputation
An additional aspect of the choice of tax strategy that is increasingly being taken into account
is that of public opinion.
It is submitted that corporations taking an approach in their tax strategy that appears too
aggressive and results in relatively low tax payments combined with frequent disputes with
the tax authorities and the imposition of penalties will face increased pressure from public
opinion. This, in turn, may possibly result in reservations towards these companies by potential customers, employees and investors and thus reduce their ability of selling products, finding qualified staff and raising capital. 214
Tax authorities are more and more trying to exploit this effect by using negative publicity
as a threat against aggressive taxpayers. 215 So they may face the possibility of being publicly
shamed, e.g. by publicising the amount of tax payments or penalties imposed. 216
However, as the case against an aggressive approach to tax management is – as shown
above – not as clear as one might think, public opinion might not be as hostile towards companies that try not to pay more taxes than necessary as tax authorities may hope. 217 After all,
paying excessive tax raises prices for products, depresses investor returns and leaves less
money for paying wages. 218 Nevertheless, recent studies show that company officials do more
and more view public opinion as a factor that has to be taken into account in the formulation
of a tax strategy. 219
However, the suggestion of shaming tax wrongdoers suffers from the same weakness as
does the idea of simply raising penalties: A certain amount of tax planning is necessary from
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an individual as well as from a macroeconomic point of view 220 and since complex tax law
makes the distinction between tax avoidance and evasion difficult, it is also difficult to single
out the real wrongdoers, which would be necessary for an effective shaming policy. Politicians use tax law to pursue a vast array of policy aims and thereby produce complexity. It is
this very complexity resulting from policy aims implemented in tax law that creates opportunities for advanced tax planning and in many cases even makes it necessary. 221
Some authors even suggest that publicising data like the taxpayer's effective tax burden
may actually facilitate benchmarking the performance of companies' tax departments and thus
increase tax avoidance instead of curbing it. 222
As regards illegal tax evasion, however, research on the effect of legal sanctions is being
claimed to show that these are more effective in an environment of strong social norms
against tax evasion. 223 This could make it efficient for tax authorities to try to influence public
opinion.

5. Side effects on business operations
The tax strategy of a business may have adverse effects on its normal business operations that
have to be considered in the analysis. Aggressive tax strategies may lead to risks apart from
the risk of penalties and other direct consequences of detection as well as to a misallocation of
corporate resources. 224

a. Real-world risks and misallocations
Complex tax strategies that try to exploit loopholes in the tax law do usually not work in a
way that is completely detached from normal business operations (save completely synthetic
transactions that are anyway close in character to tax evasion). To take advantage of tax saving opportunities, usually certain requirements affecting real operations have to be met. So
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contracts may have to be signed with counterparties, operations or management resources
have to be set up in certain locations, e.g. tax havens, etc. These real-world requirements can
expose the company to real-world risks or misallocations of resources. For example, there
may be the risk of default or the breakdown of a counterparty. Minimum-size operations in
tax haven locations may also be less cost efficient than where they would usually be set up.
Additionally, tax planning can constitute an incentive to structure business operations in a
more complex way, which renders them more difficult to manage and thus creates unproductive overheads and inefficiencies. 225 As an illustrative example, the highly complex corporate
structure of Enron with numerous subsidiaries in various jurisdictions, which was also owed
to aggressive tax structuring, has played an important role in making it difficult to oversee the
companies financial situation and has disguised the looming economic breakdown. 226
With the promise of high tax savings, these disadvantages may be underestimated, especially since tax structuring decisions are sometimes not taken in connection with operational
decisions, or under participation of non-tax personnel.

b. Deterioration of Business Ethics
Another side effect may be an influence on general business ethics in the corporate culture.
The question is whether an aggressive attitude tolerating occasional violations of the law can
be limited to one area such as taxation. This attitude may rather negatively affect other fields
of employee behaviour as well, e.g. by promoting bribery or corruptibility. In this way, the
effects of poor business ethics in one field could multiply leading to much greater damages
that are not limited to tax questions. 227

c. Interference with control systems
Complex tax structures can also have effects on control systems in corporate organisations.
Firstly, tax planning usually aims at reducing the taxable income of the company in order
to decreasing taxes without negatively affecting figures reportable to the capital markets, so as
not to impair the reported shareholder returns that influence financing possibilities, stock
prices and management remuneration. This differentiated treatment of business figures is pos-
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sible insofar as different legal regimes apply to tax accounting and accounting for business
reporting. The extent of possible differences varies between countries.
Therefore, tax planning adds to differences between book and tax earnings reported. Nevertheless, both figures claim to represent a measure of the company’s success. With the discrepancy increasing, doubts may arise whether either figure is correct and trust in corporate
reporting deteriorates. 228
Again, Enron represents an impressive example of this development, having reported high
book earnings while at the same time declaring high tax losses over several periods. 229 Judging with hindsight, the tax figures seem to have been more representative of the group's true
economic situation.
Therefore, excessive tax planning impairs the value of corporate reporting by reducing its
trustworthiness. This in turn hampers the functioning of capital markets and makes the corporate financing more expensive. 230

d. Loss of auditor independence
Another effect is not so much created by tax planning itself, but rather by the way the market
for tax consulting operates. Big auditing firms are especially active players in this market and
offer tax planning advice in addition to their auditing services. They are also especially successful in selling their tax products to companies that are already their auditing clients. They
benefit from their contacts to top management when cross-selling their tax products and can
offer competitive advantages because they already have a detailed knowledge of their clients'
business operations, corporate structure and the financial situation and therefore have a head
start when consulting on tax planning. 231
The combined offer of tax planning advice and auditing services from the same service
providers may have adverse consequences. Many tax structures are based on a certain accounting treatment of the structures employed. If this accounting treatment is not acceptable,
then the tax savings envisioned cannot be achieved. If the same firm that advised on the tax
structure also acts as the company’s auditor, it will audit the structures it had developed itself.
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The same applies if tax-related figures in the companies’ reports such as tax provisions and
deferred taxes are being audited, as these also depend on the assessment of tax structures. This
effect casts doubts on the independence of auditors and thereby may again impair the trust in
corporate reporting with the same effects on capital markets as described above. 232
Auditing firms try to counter these doubts by separating their personnel employed in tax
advice from the auditing personnel with “Chinese walls”, meaning that they cannot share information about their work. Yet, doubts about the effectiveness of these measures remain,
especially as they invalidate the very competitive advantages that gave rise to the auditing
firms' success in the tax planning market. 233

II. Tax decisions within the organisation
The aspects discussed so far in principle affect all businesses, whether incorporated or not.
For incorporated businesses however one important shortfall of the standard theory of tax
compliance is that it views the taxpayer as a single individual and generally does not contemplate cases in which the taxpayer is indeed an organisation that consists of a multitude of
agents and in which ownership and control are separated. Even if an efficient tax strategy can
be identified for a specific company according to the theory discussed so far, it is quite another question how the interaction of agents influences the overall tax behaviour of the organisation. 234

1. Principal-agent setting
As has already been mentioned above the organisational aspects of corporate tax strategy can
be viewed in the categories of principal-agent theory. In this theoretical framework, the managers are the agents for the owners as their principals, while at the same time embedded principal-agent relations exist inside the organisation between higher and lower ranking staff. 235
According to principal-agent theory, agents have interests that differ from those of the princi-
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pals, due to differing risk- and other preferences, so that the agents' interests have to be
aligned with those of their principals by using proper contracts and incentives. 236
The situation in corporate tax policy is comparable to this classical principal-agent setting.
In companies it is the shareholders who bear the burden of taxes because taxes reduce the
companies' profits and thus the shareholders returns. 237 The managers, on the other hand,
make the decisions that influence the tax liability of the corporation. 238
One hypothesis especially supported by tax authorities is that complex and risky tax structures devised by tax departments (being the agents in this case) are not actually in the interest
of top management and companies' owners (their principals) because in face of the aspects of
a company’s tax strategy discussed above, the latter would prefer a more conservative approach. 239
Additionally, owners and top management, who are generally less caught up in the technicalities of tax law, may be more receptive for moral arguments in favour of paying taxes. 240
While this may be disputable, it is certainly clear that owners and different levels of managers can have different preferences in respect of the company’s tax strategy, and these differences have to be considered when analysing the tax behaviour of a corporation.

2. Managerial Duties
One instrument for aligning the actions of managers with the interests of companies and their
shareholders are of course the duties imposed on managers. 241 Violations of these duties can
result in liabilities and other sanctions in this way creating incentives to comply with the respective duties.
In U.S. corporate law, managers are subject to the duty of care, which is in turn balanced
by the business judgement rule. The business judgement rule protects decisions that “were
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rational, made in good faith, and without conflict of interests.” 242 In other jurisdictions similar
standards apply.
Concerning tax decisions, these principles translate into the requirements for managements
that the facts relevant for a specific decision have to be investigated diligently and the legal
situation properly assessed, especially by obtaining a tax opinion that has been drafted according to professional standards. On the other hand, managers are also perceived as having the
duty to seize opportunities that allow to minimise the company's tax liability. 243 These requirements can also be derived from the fiduciary duties of managers towards the shareholders as their agents.
The combination of both aspects should properly reflect the interests of the corporation and
shareholders as derived above by obliging managers to reduce taxes in order to maximize
profits but at the same time take into account the additional effects like public opinion, relationship with tax authorities and consequences for the internal organisation.

3. Performance Measurement
Another important factor in aligning managers' conduct with an efficient corporate tax strategy is how the performance of managers is being evaluated. In this respect, a distinction between members of the tax department and other – "mainstream" – managers is useful.
Concerning performance measurement in tax departments, recent studies find a development that corresponds to changes in corporate tax policies. In the 1980s, taxes were mainly
seen as business costs and it was the priority of the tax function to reduce these costs. In the
1990s, the tax function was discovered as a possible source of value. 244 Recently, companies
have been becoming more risk averse in tax matters. 245 In short, the development of the role
of the tax function in companies can be described as a shift from cost efficiency over shareholder value to accuracy of compliance. The resulting criteria for performance measurement
included factors such as the tax rate (Steuerquote), cash flow impact, compliance, risk management and success in dealing with tax authorities. 246
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One specific problem in tax departments is that indicator results often cannot be linked to
individual performance. So tax costs or tax rate (Steuerquote) results do not only depend on
tax department performance but also on cooperation by the mainstream management and even
on government actions such as tax rates and regulations. Also, the cycle of tax results tends to
be very long. Several years can pass between the time when a tax structure is set up and the
time when it is audited and a potential dispute is resolved, taking into account that legal procedures and dispute resolution mechanisms also may last several years. Consequently, performance measurement may often fail to achieve the goal of making agents responsible for
their actions because those persons having made a decision may well have left the tax department before the final outcome is clear.
For managers who are not themselves directly concerned with the tax function, the question is whether and how tax results should be recognised in the measurement of their performance. Of course, they cannot be evaluated solely on the basis of tax-related factors, as they are
mainly concerned with the actual trade of their company, but tax consequences can be considered by using after-tax performance measures. Since the shareholders are also interested in
after-tax returns, such measures should result in a good alignment of interests. They also
translate the trade-off between tax savings and possible negative business effects into a uniform measure.
However, there is again the problem that managers often cannot effectively influence the
tax result. They are expected to cooperate with the tax function and to avoid costly mistakes,
but usually they cannot influence the tax burden on the company for the better. In this regard,
they depend on proper tax planning and influences from outside the company.
A recent study finds that while board members are in most cases being evaluated on aftertax measures, for lower-level managers pre-tax measures are used. 247 The reason for this may
be that top management can be made responsible for tax results because it also oversees the
tax function, while for lower-level managers the above-mentioned problems apply. The study
suggests that it may be seen as unfair to evaluate managers' performance partly based on a
cost line they have no control over and that after-tax measurement may induce a tax behaviour
that focuses solely on single parts of the business that produce negative overall effects. 248 According to the study, companies are even anxious that after-tax measurements may indicate an
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aggressive position and so raise suspicions with tax authorities. 249 This also shows that companies try to retain good long-term relationships with tax authorities. 250

4. Tax law enforcement in the organisational setting
As discussed in relation to the standard model, tax authorities influence the behaviour of taxpayers with their auditing efforts, by threatening or imposing penalties or by helping them
with their compliance tasks. However, tax authorities, too, have to take into account that corporate taxpayers are complex organisations made up of agents with different interests and
responsibilities.
When tax authorities impose penalties to enforce tax compliance, they have to consider
whom to impose those penalties on. Financial penalties can be imposed both on the corporation itself and on individual persons. Conversely, prison sentences can only be imposed on
individuals.
If penalties are imposed on the corporation as a whole, the shareholders will ultimately
bear them, as the penalties will reduce their returns. 251 As a consequence, they will react to
the penalties according to the standard model. Depending on their risk profile and their assessment of the other factors mentioned, they will decide on the preferred tax policy for the
company. But as the actual tax behaviour of the corporation is not determined by the owners
but by the individual agents, the owners face the problem, which has already been discussed
above, of aligning the agents’ goals and actions with the tax policy the shareholders desire.
Therefore, the effect of penalties in this case is very indirect. They primarily affect the shareholders and these effects have to be translated into incentives for the managers.
A more direct way of affecting the agents’ actions is to apply penalties directly to them. 252
This shortcuts the principal-agent relationship. 253 Another advantage is that single agents are
supposed to be more risk averse, 254 therefore reacting more readily to the threatened penalties.
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While shareholders can diversify their risk through portfolio selection, managers are affected
personally by the penalties and do not have this possibility.
Another aspect is that penalties that have a tangible impact on companies usually have to
be quite severe, resulting in the risk of ruining the whole company and in this way causing
serious unwanted effects on the economy such as the loss of employment and economic substance. When penalising single agents, effective penalties can be much lower and their effects
are limited to the individual and consequently do not affect the organisation as such or employees unrelated to tax offences.
However it is difficult to single out individuals that can be made responsible for certain tax
behaviour in order to apply penalties directly to the acting agents. In complex organisations,
several agents cooperate in making tax decisions and sometimes can influence them only in
part. Therefore, individuals use the division of responsibility in complex organisations as a
shield against individual accountability.
One possible solution put forward would be to have top management take individual responsibility for the tax returns of the corporation. 255 This would also have the effect that top
management would have to control the tax strategy of the company more effectively. As authorities assume that top management would personally favour a more conservative tax strategy, 256 this requirement might make them enforce such a more conservative policy in the
companies they manage.
The penalties imposed on individuals can range from normal criminal punishments such as
fines or prison sentences to making them responsible for tax claims foregone. However, if
penalties merely impose a financial burden on managers, the possibility remains that they
could be compensated by their employers for such penalties. 257 This would defy the advantages of applying them directly to the decision makers. One possible solution could be to prohibit such compensation. 258
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5. Social responsibility
The discussion about the tax behaviour of corporations is connected with the discussion about
corporate social responsibility. According to this theory, managers should not only seek the
maximization of profits within the legal framework but also make sure that the enterprise acts
socially responsible as a good corporate citizen. 259 One justification for this is that the owners
of an enterprise would themselves also take social aspects into account when making business
decisions. But through the separation of ownership and control, corporate conduct is also
separated from loyalty and personal ethics. This missing link is exacerbated by the ongoing
growth of cross-border business and shareholdings: Especially in the case of larger corporate
groups, companies will pay taxes in countries in which neither senior management nor a substantial portion of shareholders are present. In this case of a geographical separation of ownership and corporate activities, neither the shareholders nor the absent or highly mobile managers necessarily have a sense of loyalty vis-à-vis the jurisdiction in which they are engaged in
business and liable to tax. 260
Concerning the tax policy of a company this claim translates into the demand to ensure that
the company pays its fair share of taxes to ensure public financing.
As discussed above, there are several reasons why a tax strategy that is too aggressive may
have negative effects that outweigh the advantage of tax reduction. 261 Therefore it may be
efficient to take a less aggressive approach and managerial duties as well as incentives should
lead managers in this direction. Such a policy will probably already satisfy part of the demand
for corporate social responsibility.
When managers are being asked to go beyond this and pay taxes purely out of altruistic
reasons the problem arises that they will end up giving away other people’s money. 262 Certainly there will be some shareholders that would have done this themselves and therefore do
perfectly agree. But others may have other preferences or simply be just as much in need of
the profits as tax authorities are in need of tax revenues. Therefore it is much more efficient to
leave the decision about charity to those who bear the financial burden.
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III. Corporate Governance Influences on Tax Behaviour of Corporations
Tax reporting, planning and structuring occur within the corporate organisation and are carried out by corporate agents. Therefore, these activities are not independent of corporate governance systems and measures. Quite to the contrary, they are very much influenced by corporate control and information systems and recent regulatory measures taken to strengthen them.
Because of this influence, tax authorities discover corporate governance regulation as a tool
for ensuring the desired tax behaviour by corporations. They try to impose corporate governance structures that discourage or inhibit unwanted tax planning or at least make it easy to
detect and retrace. 263
Another line of reasoning is based on the assumption that the implications of aggressive
tax behaviour described above 264 lead to the conclusion that it is not efficient for a company
to engage in aggressive tax planning and that shareholders and top management would normally not support it. However, the tax function may not be sufficiently transparent and controlled by shareholders and top management, so that aggressive tax behaviour does happen
nevertheless. Therefore, increasing transparency and control through corporate governance
measures should automatically curb unwanted tax planning. 265

1. Existing Regulatory Measures
The most important example for corporate governance measures influencing tax departments
is of course the Sarbanes Oxley Act. According to its section 302, the “Commission shall, by
rule, require” that financial and executive officers certify in annual and quarterly reports that
they have designed “internal controls to ensure that material information relating to the issuer
and its consolidated subsidiaries is made known to such officers…”. According to section 404, an internal control report has to be included in annual reports, attested to and reported on by the auditor. 266 The requirements of section 404 SOA have been implemented by
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the SEC in final rules. 267 The auditor’s attestation to and report on the management assessment of internal controls is governed by the PCAOB auditing standard 2. 268
These requirements aim at ensuring the reliability of annual and quarterly reports and other
shareholder information. Therefore, they do not directly influence the tax function. However,
they affect the work in the tax departments via those parts of annual reports in which tax information has to be published. 269 In order to ensure the accuracy of this tax-related information, the internal controls demanded by section 404 have to be implemented in the tax departments as well. Especially the required documentation and reporting of processes and procedures is viewed as a major influence on current tax practice. 270
Another notable provision of this act is section 202 SOA, according to which the audit
committee has to approve every non-auditing mandate for the auditing firm. This bureaucratic
burden leads many companies to use different advisors in tax matters than their auditor. This
addresses the problem of auditor independence discussed above. 271
Another regulatory measure to be mentioned is the German KontraG of 1998. 272 It introduced into section 91 of the German Aktiengesetz (German Stock Companies Act) the requirement for the executive board of a public company to install a control system for the early
detection of developments that possibly jeopardize the existence of the company. Although it
is disputed whether this requires the introduction of a fully fledged risk management system
in the common sense of business theory, 273 some elements of such a risk management system
are certainly necessary. These requirements also reach into the tax function because tax risks
can have grave effects on the company. Tax bills make for a very large part of corporate expenditures and large, unexpected tax demands after an audit, possibly combined with high
penalties, can lead to a liquidity crisis.
The German Bilanzrechtsreformgesetz (Accounting Law Reform Act) has introduced the
obligation to report on a company’s risk management in the Lagebericht (part of the annual
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report) that has to be publicised yearly together with the financial statement. 274 Details on this
report on risk management are regulated in German Accounting Standard 5 – Risk Reporting. 275
In various jurisdictions all over the world, similar regulatory measures that influence the
corporate governance of tax departments have been introduced in the wake of recent corporate
scandals. 276 Another prominent example is the explicit demand by Australian tax authorities
towards corporations to make taxes a corporate governance issue in order to ensure conscious
decisions by top management about vital questions in taxation. 277
There are also regulatory measures that do not aim at improving corporate governance as
such and rather constitute classical tax enforcement measures but nevertheless operate in the
same manner as corporate governance regulation. Especially, tax authorities demand in the
course of audits an increasing amount of documentation on internal processes and business
activities. Without such documentation, the companies’ assessments will not be recognised. A
prominent example is the area of transfer pricing, in which tax authorities impose a huge
compliance burden with requirements to comprehensively document their transfer pricing
policy and its implementation. 278

2. Further suggestions for legislatory measures
One suggestion for further legislatory measures responds to the concerns discussed above that
auditors may lack independence if they provide tax advice to companies they are currently
auditing or previously have audited. 279 A strict separation of tax advice and auditing could be
implemented. Nevertheless, recent U.S. legislation has not introduced an incompatibility be-
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tween tax advice and auditing (section 206 SOA). Only section 202 SOA indirectly creates
such an effect, as discussed above. 280
Beale further suggests 281 that every company should be required to compile a company tax
risk profile containing information about participation in tax schemes and the incurred “cumulative failure rate” in those transactions. This information could be provided to directors and
form a basis for company reports. This suggestion is based on the assumption that directors
and shareholders do not agree with aggressive tax planning and would prevent it if they only
had adequate information and instruments of control. It also counts on public pressure on
companies engaging in aggressive tax structures. 282
Other suggestions take up ideas from the different aspects of corporate tax behaviour discussed above, like raising penalties, 283 customising enforcement to the history of the respective taxpayer, 284 using publicity, 285 etc.

3. Other Influences
Apart from these regulatory influences, some additional trends have contributed to highlight
the tax aspects of corporate governance. In the past, the public perception of companies as
taxpayers and public sensibility for their tax behaviour has increased, 286 making it necessary
for managers to take the publicity effects of tax planning into account. 287 Indeed they are now
very aware of public opinion in tax matters. 288 Tax authorities try to strengthen this effect and
also increase their enforcement pressure by all other available means in order to raise tax
revenues in the face of rising public financing needs.
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The tax aspects of recent big corporate breakdowns emphasise the risks that can be contained in the tax figures on balance sheets. 289 These trends work together to underscore the
perception of corporate tax policy as an important issue and raise top management awareness. 290 Also, shareholders begin to view taxes as an important aspect in their analysis of their
investments, 291 again raising the significance of the topic for the managers.

IV. Changes in corporate governance
The realisation of corporate governance requirements for the tax function as well as the pressures from regulatory measures lead to fundamental changes in the work of tax departments.
Generally, the tax function receives more attention from inside and outside the company and
this “heightened profile” leads to a pressure to adapt to the expectations. 292

1. Former Situation
In the past, taxation was primarily viewed as a rather technical matter that did not receive
much attention from outside the tax department. 293 Only the chief financial officer was involved in tax management and reporting lines ended with him. Goals and policies were set by
the CFO or by the head of taxes. 294 Especially complex structures were not transparent for the
board or, even more so, the shareholders. 295
Additionally, there was not much interaction between the tax department and operational
business units, as the view prevailed that tax decisions should not interfere with normal business and that tax departments should manage tax affairs taking the situation and operations in
operational business as given.
Finally, processes in tax departments were often not formally documented, neither as generic processes to be used generally nor as the documentation of specific activities taking
place.
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2. Changes
According to literature as well as statements by practitioners these structures are currently in a
process of significant change.

a. Top management and shareholder involvement
First of all, as already noted, the attention of the board and top management in companies
towards tax matters is claimed to be rising. 296 According to recent studies, these higher levels
of management now want to be informed about the general tax policy of companies, the risks
taken and the opportunities that are available. As a next step, they start to influence or set tax
policies and to control the risks. Due to the technical and complex nature of tax matters, this
involvement remains on a general level, focussing on the policies and the overall outcomes. 297
To facilitate information of the board and top management about tax matters, firstly communication with the tax departments is being intensified, e.g. by giving the tax director direct
access and making him report on risks and policies.
In addition to the top management, also shareholders start to be more interested in the tax
matters of their corporation, as they realise the significant impact that tax risks can have on
their returns. 298

b. Corporate Tax Policy
One instrument for the board to set the general standards for tax matters in the company is the
formulation of a tax policy or, on an even more abstract level, a code of ethics for tax matters. 299 These instruments can help align the tax behaviour of individual managers within the
organisation. These tools are well-known in standard corporate governance and usually exist
in companies in a general form, not specifically related to taxation.300 Therefore, the tax pol-
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icy and the envisaged tax code of ethics need to be adjusted to the general policies and codes
in place, 301 as there can be only one consistent ethical approach for the whole company. 302
Especially in the tax area, a global policy can be important, as the decision about the appropriate tax behaviour is difficult and many factors have to be taken into account. In a global
policy, also aspects concerning ethics and social responsibility can be addressed and the company’s attitude can be defined. A corporate tax policy can also, depending of course on its
contents, serve as a tool for building a constructive relationship with tax authorities by establishing trust about the company's attitude. 303
Recent studies show that an increasing number of companies has set up a global tax policy
or is in the process of developing one. 304

c. Control Systems
More sophisticated measures to satisfy corporate governance challenges in taxation are the
introduction of risk management and control systems. Both may be explicitly demanded by
regulatory measures. So the Sarbanes Oxley Act demands a control system for information
that is relevant to reports and publications. 305
Control systems aim at ensuring the correctness and reliability of information about tax
matters. They contain reporting obligations, processes for double-checking information, documentation requirements, external audits, etc. To be able to detect intentional violations of
policies or the law, mechanisms are created by which employees can anonymously submit
information on unlawful conduct or conduct violating policies (whistle-blowing). 306
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The standard generic framework for control systems in the U.S. is the COSO framework
developed by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. 307 It
presents elements that are assumed to be vital for effective control systems. Due to its generic
nature, the requirements of the COSO framework need to be implemented in the actual structure of each company. The framework is an acknowledged tool for introducing and sustaining
a control system. For complying with Sarbanes Oxley requirements, other approaches can
also be used. However, they will generally contain similar elements.
Although control systems demanded by the Sarbanes Oxley Act and similar regulatory instruments primarily aim at ensuring the accuracy of financial information, they contain many
requirements for the work of tax departments that are also demanded by good corporate governance 308 like corporate policies, 309 documentation, enhancement of communication, 310 top
management involvement, 311 risk management, 312 etc. 313 The reason for this broad impact is
the fact that financial information is based on processes throughout the tax department so that
measures intended to ensure the accuracy of this information will necessarily affect all of
these processes. 314 As tax liabilities and payments are in most cases among the major positions on a company’s balance sheet or profit and loss statement, controlling tax-related information is in effect very important for ensuring overall accuracy of financial statements. 315
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d. Tax Risk Management
Risk management systems aim at identifying and controlling the risks that tax positions may
bear. 316 Such risks mainly come in the form of unforeseen tax payments or high penalties and
can severely affect liquidity and profitability. In order to effectively control these risks, risk
management systems firstly contain processes for identifying, evaluating and classifying them
and for the documentation of these results. Secondly, tax risk management policies can define
escalation steps, e.g. by demanding signoff by higher level managers depending on the magnitude of the risk in question.
Due to the new focus on the possible risks from taxation such as high and unexpected tax
liabilities or penalties, as well as due to regulatory requirements, risk management systems
have been or are being introduced in tax departments on a broad scale. 317
Obviously, the most problematic aspect of risk management is the effective identification
and evaluation of risks, which in the end will depend on the competence of the personnel
compiling the risk evaluations. The probability of a realisation of the risk in question, impacts
on liquidity and profitability, effects on public opinion and the influence on the relationship
with tax authorities belong to the indicators that can be used for evaluating risks. These represent the theoretical factors of the decision on tax behaviour, which have already been discussed above. 318 However, their assessment can be difficult and depends strongly on individual perception.
An important aspect of an appropriate risk management system is the detailed documentation of the policies applied in general as well as of single decisions. This may even be the
main difference to the approach applied in former times: while common approaches to assess-
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ing and controlling risks existed then as well, they were neither documented in a generalised
form nor were decisions in specific cases. 319
Commentators stress that the aim of tax risk management is not the per se avoidance of
risks. 320 Instead, it focuses on making risk transparent, enabling conscious decisions about
what risks to take and ensuring that this happens in well-defined processes with clear responsibilities. 321

e. Communication with operational business units
Another aspect of corporate governance in the tax function is the communication between the
tax department and operational business units. 322 Such communication is necessary in two
ways. 323 First, the tax department needs to have detailed knowledge of the state of operations.
This information is the basis for tax assessments, tax reporting as well as planning. Timely
information about changes and new projects is particularly important in order to allow the tax
department to consider the tax consequences and assess possible planning opportunities or
needs. 324 IT-systems play an important role in this intra-business communication. 325 But also
personal communication is necessary, as IT-systems only transport structured information.
Second, tax departments need to convey the implications of any chosen tax strategy to the
business units, so they can observe its implications in their daily decisions. Many tax strategies require a certain pattern of behaviour in actual business operations to function. This can
only be ensured if managers outside the tax function understand these implications.
The greater the geographic distribution of business operations is, the more difficult both
types of communication become. Possible means of improving communication include exchanges of personnel, regular meetings or conferences, assigning tax specialists to branch
offices and similar measures. 326
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f. Shareholder transparency
Transparency towards shareholders can be achieved by reporting on tax matters in capital
markets publications and in shareholders’ meetings.
Improved shareholder transparency in tax matters is increasingly demanded by public authorities. The rationale behind this demand is the assumption that, due to the implications of
aggressive tax behaviour, shareholders do not want their companies to take such an aggressive
position and would prevent such conduct if they were informed sufficiently. 327

g. Relationship with advisors
Good corporate governance also has implications for the relationship with external advisors.
One important issue here is to prevent conflicts of interest.
As described above, 328 conflicts of interest can especially arise, if one firm advises on tax
planning and structuring and at the same time provides auditing services. As many tax structures rely on a certain treatment in the books of the business, advisors will in this case end up
auditing the structures they have devised themselves. Therefore, companies try to avoid receiving auditing services and tax advice from the same consultants. The mentioned requirements of obtaining audit committee approval for non-audit assignments to the audit firm intensified this trend as companies try to avoid this bureaucratic burden. 329
However, avoiding these conflicts of interest is not as easy as one might think. Especially
for large corporations, few firms are only capable of providing the necessary services. 330 If
different firms are employed e.g. for auditing different subsidiaries, it may be difficult to find
yet another firm for tax advice, or even to keep track of which firms are employed in any
given place. 331
Attention should also be paid to hiring only independent firms for the preparation of opinions on tax planning structures and not those firms that cooperate closely with the promoters
of a scheme.
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When implementing control systems for the tax function, e.g. for complying with Sarbanes
Oxley section 404, external advisors that are part of the process of producing financial information, e.g. by gathering, compiling and preparing relevant information, these advisors, too,
have to be included in the control system. 332
Professional standards for advisors also impose special duties for cases when they detect
fraudulent or otherwise illegal behaviour by companies’ agents. 333 These usually comprise the
escalation of the issues to higher levels of management. Such duties compound the conflict of
advisors' duties on the one hand to represent their clients' cause with commitment and on the
other hand not to participate in illegal conduct.334 Authorities also try to take advantage of the
advisors' position for detecting such illegal conduct. This, however, further exacerbates the
conflict of advisors’ duties.

3. Implications for tax enforcement
Many of the corporate governance measures for the tax function require extensive reporting
and documentation. 335 Thus, tax structures and planning measures leave a bigger paper trail
than in the past. This makes it easier for tax inspectors to understand the structures that have
been implemented and to find critical issues that are in danger of being challenged. Therefore,
the reporting and documentation requirements stemming from corporate governance play into
the hands of tax authorities and simplify their enforcement task. 336 This is probably one of the
main reasons why tax authorities all over the world emphasise the corporate governance aspects of taxation in recent times. 337
However, according to the theory discussed above, it should not be legitimate for taxpayers
to rely on the possibility that questionable structures will not be detected. In the case of unclear or complex legal situations, taxpayers should only take doubtful positions if they have
tenable arguments for doing so. If the position is subsequently challenged by the tax authori-
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ties, the dispute can confidently be taken to the courts. In contrast, if taxpayers take a specific
tax position because they rely on it not being detected, this casts strong doubts on their good
faith when arranging their affairs in such a way.
If complex structures can be audited more easily and arising disputes be settled by the tax
courts, then tax authorities do not have to resort to preventing complex structures at all by
deterrent measures such as threats with onerous audits and the like.

D. Summary and Conclusions
Reflecting the result of the whole study, the conclusions to be drawn vary substantially depending on which perspective is taken.
As regards the effects of tax systems on corporate governance, mainly the taxation of executive compensation and unintended effects of tax rules resulting in shifts of power towards
the management are discussed.
The main result on intended effects of tax provisions is that they are in most cases not suitable for influencing corporate governance as it is difficult to link the tax measures to specific
fact patterns that allow a differentiation between beneficial and harmful behaviour. Furthermore, the analysed measures tended to be intransparent and pursue conflicting interests. In
practice, most provisions proved to be easily circumvented. Some provisions can also be criticised from an equity perspective. The authors suggest to subject management decisions which
are perceived as potentially endangering shareholders' interests to their approval rather than
influencing them by tax law.
As regards transparency, the authors conclude that tax rules often result in intransparent
and complex, tax-driven structures. The authors generally support the connection between tax
and financial statements, in the belief that this link results in a more balanced and realistic
picture of the situation companies are in. However, there is a risk of intransparency due to
unrealistic tax-driven accounting positions.
The inefficient retention of profits as the most important unintended effect of the classical
tax system, the reverse authoritativeness principle, the treatment of company retirement provisions, stock options or capital gains preferences is in practice not perceived as a current corporate governance problem. The monitoring function of the capital market may ameliorate the
tendency to retain distributable profits. Yet theory suggests that problems may not be completely inexistent. This discrepancy could be an opportunity for future research.
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In respect of the influence of corporate governance, especially in the light of recent
changes, on taxation, the authors' main conclusion is that there is more to the decision on the
corporate tax policy than a choice of risk preference. The effects on the internal organisation
as well as on companies' long-term relationships with authorities, markets and the public
should not be underestimated and therefore suggest a policy that is less aggressive than the
pure penalty-risk preference would allow. Authorities try to reinforce these effects to support
their enforcement efforts. However, in doing so, they should not forget that taxpayers do not
face a simple decision between compliance and non-compliance but complex tax law with
different policy aims that makes a certain amount of tax planning necessary in order to operate their business in an efficient manner.
The changes in corporate governance legislation as well as in practical corporate governance in companies show that authorities as well as businesses have recognised the importance
of corporate governance in the tax function. Companies use this conclusion to bring their actual tax behaviour in line with the tax policy that they find efficient considering the various
effects discussed above and to manage their tax affairs as professionally as the rest of their
business.
Tax authorities use this trend towards more effective and transparent corporate governance
structures in tax departments to facilitate their enforcement task. Their goal is to induce corporations to implement structures that make it impossible for them to engage in unlawful conduct, at least without it being easily retraceable by authorities. This seems to be an effective
approach and at the same time compatible with the needs of companies as it uses mechanisms
that are also positive for the companies themselves so that their administrative burden may in
a way prove productive for them, too. Nevertheless it also creates frictions because the companies’ own structures are being used against them and part of the enforcement burden is
shifted from the authorities to the companies.
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